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About the OECD

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) is an intergovernmental
organisation in which representatives of 29 industrialised countries in North America, Europe and the
Pacific, as well as the European Commission, meet to co-ordinate and harmonize policies, discuss issues
of mutual concern, and work together to respond to international problems. Most of the OECD's work is
carried out by more than 200 specialized Committees and subsidiary groups composed of Member country
delegates. Observers from several countries with special status at the OECD, and from interested
international organisations, attend many of the OECD's Workshops and other meetings. Committees and
subsidiary groups are served by the OECD Secretariat, located in Paris, France, which is organised into
Directorates and Divisions.
The work of the OECD related to chemical safety is carried out in the Environmental Health and
Safety Programme. As part of its work on chemical testing, the OECD has issued several Council
Decisions and Recommendations (the former legally binding on Member countries), as well as numerous
Guidance Documents and technical reports. The best known of these publications, the OECD Test
Guidelines, are a collection of methods used to assess the hazards of chemicals and of chemical
preparations such as pesticides and pharmaceuticals. They cover tests for physical and chemical
properties, effects on human health and wildlife, and accumulation and degradation in the environment.
The OECD Test Guidelines are recognised worldwide as the standard reference tool for chemical testing.
More information about the Environmental Health and Safety Programme and its publications is
available on the OECD’s World Wide Web site (see next page).
The Environmental Health and Safety Programme co-operates closely with other international
organisations. This document was produced within the framework of the Inter-Organization Programme
for the Sound Management of Chemicals (IOMC).

The Inter-Organization Programme for the Sound Management of Chemicals (IOMC)
was established in 1995 by UNEP, ILO, FAO, WHO, UNIDO and the OECD (the
Participating Organizations), following recommendations made by the 1992 UN
Conference on Environment and Development to strengthen co-operation and increase
international co-ordination in the field of chemical safety. UNITAR joined the IOMC in
1997 to become the seventh Participating Organization. The purpose of the IOMC is to
promote co-ordination of the policies and activities pursued by the Participating
Organizations, jointly or separately, to achieve the sound management of chemicals in
relation to human health and the environment.
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FOREWORD

This document contains the report of the OECD Workshop on Statistical Analysis of Aquatic
Toxicity Data which took place in Braunschweig, Germany, in October 1996.
The Joint Meeting of the Chemicals Group and the Management Committee of the Special
Programme on the Control of Chemicals recommended that this document be derestricted. It is being
published on the responsibility of the Secretary-General of the OECD.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Following a decision taken by the National Co-ordinators of the OECD Test Guideline
Programme and the OECD Risk Assessment Advisory Body (RAAB) at their joint session in December
1995, an OECD Workshop on Statistical Analysis of Aquatic Ecotoxicity Data was held in Braunschweig,
Germany on 15-17 October 1996. The workshop was hosted by the Biologische Bundesanstalt für Landund Forstwirtschaft (BBA) in Braunschweig and was chaired by Dr Arno Lange of the German
Umweltbundesamt (UBA).
The objectives of the workshop were:
• to review the options available for the analysis of data from ecotoxicity tests;
• to compare their advantages and disadvantages;
• to recommend (a) the most appropriate approach for deriving a summary parameter(s) which
has (have) scientific validity, and (b) further work to be undertaken by the OECD and/or
others, as appropriate.
In plenary and working group sessions participants discussed statistical data analysis appropriate
for single-species chronic/subchronic studies using a number of test concentrations, i.e. dose-response
tests. Aquatic tests served as a basis for these discussions, however the issues addressed may be similar
for toxicity tests in general. Background documents had been prepared on the following main existing data
analysis approaches for such tests: analysis of variance/hypothesis testing (“ANOVA/NOEC approach”);1
regression analysis (based on empirical models); and mechanistic modelling (theory-based).
It was concluded that the NOEC, as the main summary parameter of aquatic ecotoxicity tests, is
inappropriate for a number of reasons (see detailed discussion in the report) and should therefore be
phased out. It was recommended that the OECD should move towards a regression-based estimation
procedure. The time course of effects should be incorporated in the analytical procedures, and the OECD
should initiate a study of the available time-dependent regression models (both mechanistic and empirical)
in order to select those which best meet its needs. The study should also address the issue of appropriate
values of x for ECx and the optimal experimental designs. A steering group should be set up to direct the
mathematical, statistical and biological work required to take the workshop recommendations forward.
This group should include representatives from the appropriate scientific and regulatory communities.

1

For definitions, see the Glossary.
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RESUME

Suite à une décision des Coordinateurs nationaux du Programme de l’OCDE sur les Lignes
directrices pour les essais et du Groupe consultatif de l’OCDE sur l’évaluation des risques (RAAB) lors de
leur session conjointe en décembre 1995, un atelier de l’OCDE sur l’analyse statistique des données
d’écotoxicité aquatique s’est tenu à Braunschweig, en Allemagne du 15 au 17 octobre 1996. L’atelier fut
accueilli par le Biologische Bundesanstalt für Land-und Forstwirtschaft (BBA), sous la présidence du
Docteur Arno Lange du Umweltbundesamt (UBA). L’atelier avait pour objectifs de:
• examiner les différentes options existantes pour l’analyse des données des essais
d’écotoxicité;
• comparer leurs avantages et leurs inconvénients;
• faire des recommandations concernant (a) l’approche la plus appropriée pour obtenir un/des
paramètre(s) “résumé(s)” qui soi(en)t scientifiquement valides, et (b) les travaux ultérieurs
qu’il conviendrait que l’OCDE et/ou d’autres mettent en oeuvre;
Au cours des sessions plénières et des sessions de groupe de travail, les participants ont débattu
de l’analyse statistique des données relatives aux études chroniques/subchroniques réalisées sur un seul
organisme et utilisant un certain nombre de concentrations, c’est-à-dire les essais dits “dose-réponse”. Les
essais dans le domaine aquatique ont servi de base aux discussions; cependant, les questions abordées
peuvent être les mêmes pour les essais de toxicité et concernent les principales approches pour l’analyse
des données d’essais que sont: l’analyse de la variance/hypothèse d’essai (“approche ANOVA/NOEC”)2,
l’analyse de régression (basée sur les modèles empiriques), et la modélisation méchanistique (basée sur la
théorie).
Il a été conclu que, pour un certain nombre de raisons (voir les arguments détaillés dans ce
rapport), la NOEC ne convient pas comme principal paramètre “résumé” des essais d’écotoxicité
aquatique et qu’elle devrait donc être progressivement abandonnée. Il a été recommandé que l’OCDE
s’oriente vers une procédure d’estimation basée sur la régression. Les effets au cours de temps devraient
être pris en compte dans les procédures analytiques, et l’OCDE devrait mettre en place une étude des
modèles disponibles de régression dépendants du temps (à la fois méchanistique et empirique) afin de
choisir ceux qui correspondent le mieux aux besoins de l’OCDE. L’étude devrait aussi aborder la
question des valeurs appropriées de x pour l’ECx et celle de la conception optimale des essais. Un groupe
directeur devrait diriger les travaux d’ordre mathématique, statistique et biologique nécessaires afin de
mettre en place les recommandations de l’atelier. Ce groupe devrait être composé de représentants des
communautés scientifiques et réglementaires compétentes.

2

Se reporter au glossaire pour les définitions
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INTRODUCTION

Background
Within OECD countries, a number of aquatic ecotoxicity test guidelines are used to assess the
potential effects of chemicals (including pesticides) on aquatic organisms. For use in hazard/risk
assessment schemes, summary parameters (e.g. the LC50 and the NOEC) are established by statistical
methods. Statistical evaluation plays a major role in developing test guidelines, since the experimental
design is crucial for the statistical method that can be applied, and both together are central for developing
tests that produce high-quality data with a minimum use of resources and test organisms.
In 1992, the National Co-ordinators of the OECD Test Guideline Programme decided that
existing and draft aquatic toxicity test guidelines with respect to test design and statistical data analysis
should be reviewed. “A Review of Statistical Data Analysis and Experimental Design in OECD Aquatic
Toxicology Test Guidelines” (included as an annex to this report), prepared by Dr Simon Pack in 1993,
was widely circulated and discussed. The review and the recommendations made were broadly well
received and appreciated. Other activities of the scientific community in regard to this issue included
workshops in The Hague (1994) and London (1996).3
In all of these activities it was concluded that the NOEC is inappropriate as a summary measure
of toxicity. Replacing the NOEC as suggested has implications for test designs as well as for hazard/risk
assessment. Hence, in the context of OECD work, both the OECD Test Guideline and Risk Assessment
Programmes became involved and the relevant bodies (the National Co-ordinators of the Test Guideline
Programme and the Risk Assessment Advisory Body, or RAAB) decided there should be a joint workshop
to investigate the issue further.
The OECD Workshop on Statistical Analysis of Aquatic Ecotoxicity Data was held in
Braunschweig, Germany on 15-17 October 1996. It was hosted by the BBA and was chaired by Dr Arno
Lange from the German UBA. There were over 50 participants representing the governments of 15
Member countries and industry (BIAC, ECETOC, GCPF/ECPA) [see the participants’ list included as an
annex 1].

Objectives
The objectives of the workshop were: to review the options available for the analysis of data
from ecotoxicity tests; to compare their advantages and disadvantages; and to recommend (a) the most
appropriate approach for deriving a summary parameter(s) which has (have) scientific validity, and (b)
further work to be undertaken by the OECD and/or others, as appropriate.

3

F. Noppert, N. Van der Hoeven and A. Leopold, How to measure no effect: towards a new measure of
chronic toxicity in ecotoxicology. Workshop Report of the Netherlands Working Group on Ecotoxicology,
The Hague, 1994; P.F. Chapman, M. Crane, J.A. Wiles, F. Noppert and E.C. McIndoe (eds.), Asking the
Right Questions: Ecotoxicology and Statistics. Report of a Workshop Held at Royal Holloway University
of London, Surrey, UK, SETAC-Europe, 1996.
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Focus
The workshop focused on approaches to data analysis appropriate for single-species
chronic/subchronic aquatic tests using a number of test concentrations, although it was recognized that the
discussion might also be relevant to the analysis of data from ecotoxicity tests in general. The
implications of the different statistical approaches for test design were also considered.

Workshop structure and discussion topics
The workshop was organised around a series of plenary sessions and three working groups (see
the table showing the working groups’ composition, which has been included as an annex). The working
groups each addressed the same issues, in parallel sessions, and then reported on their progress during
plenary sessions. The discussion topics were framed as questions:
Session 1:
• Why are OECD ecotoxicity tests performed?
• What kind of information do we want from the tests?
• Are we happy with the current statistical practices?

Session 2:
• Review and comparison of the different approaches to data analysis:
◊ Should the NOEC be retained?
◊ Which other analytical technique could replace the NOEC?
◊ What type of information (statistical summary parameter; test endpoint) do we want from
the new approach?
• What work needs to be done with respect to the selection of statistical approach?
The reports of each of the three working groups have been included in the form of annexes.

Background documents
The following documents describing the three main approaches to data analysis (including an
assessment of their strengths and weakness) were prepared and distributed in advance of the workshop:
• “A Discussion of the NOEC/ANOVA Approach to Data Analysis” by Simon Pack;
• “Alternatives to the NOEC Based on Regression Analysis” by Peter Chapman;
• “Dynamic Measures for Ecotoxicity” by S.A.L.M. Kooijman, et al.;
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• “The Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) Model” by S.A.L.M. Kooijman.
Each of these documents is included in this report as an annex. “A Review of Statistical Data
Analysis and Experimental Design in OECD Aquatic Toxicology Test Guidelines” by Simon Pack (1993),
which has until now remained in the “gray” literature, is also included as an annex.
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SUMMARY OF PLENARY DISCUSSIONS
Plenary Rapporteurs: Peter Chapman and Mark Crane (United Kingdom)
This section summarises the main outcomes of the workshop. The discussion issues, together
with a summary of the views put forward and a list of recommendations arising out of the workshop, are
listed below. There was a high degree of agreement on all of the issues. Where there was disagreement or
lack of consensus, this is highlighted. A more detailed account of the proceedings of each working group
can be found in their individual reports, which are included as annexes.
1.

Why are OECD ecotoxicity tests performed?

Ecotoxicity tests are performed to evaluate the toxicity of chemicals, in order to predict their
potential effects on natural populations. These tests provide information which is used in the
registration/notification of new chemicals and the assessment of older chemicals, including pesticides and
biocides. The results of these tests are used in the classification and labelling of chemicals and contribute
the “effects” component to a risk assessment. They may also be used to predict adverse effects in the event
of an accident.
OECD Test Guidelines are primarily developed for the above reasons but may also be used in
other situations, including the bioassay of environmental samples and fundamental research.
2.

What kind of information do we need from OECD ecotoxicity tests?

The workshop agreed that toxicity tests should provide information that is accurate and precise,
and that permits easy interpretation by the non-expert. Ideally, information on the time course of effects
should be integrated with information on the concentration-response curve. The information should be of
“biological relevance”, although there was no consensus on whether this should refer simply to the types
of measurements taken (e.g. survival, growth and reproduction are usually considered as relevant
parameters because changes in them can affect population abundance) or to “ecological relevance”.
It was recognised that the specific type of information required from a test will largely depend on
the way in which it is extrapolated to the natural world. There was no consensus on whether
“classification” and “risk assessment” demanded different information and analyses, or whether
classification is simply a point on the road to risk assessment which uses similar data and analyses.
However, classification will normally use only acute lethal data, while risk assessment will often use both
lethal and sublethal data.
3. Are we happy with current statistical practices?
There was virtually unanimous agreement that current practices were unsatisfactory, and there
was a great deal of consistency in the views put forward. The list below is a comprehensive summary of
all the views presented:
•

There is a concern that the NOEC may not be sufficiently protective because of the danger of
false negatives.
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4.

•

The statistical methods are suboptimal.

•

OECD Test Guidelines contain insufficient information on statistical techniques.

•

Data are wasted in the determination of values such as the NOEC.

•

NOECs are leading to misunderstandings and misinterpretations.

•

Current summary statistics cannot be linked to population models.

•

There are no statements of biological significance, only of statistical significance (there was
no consensus on this issue, as “biological significance” appears to mean different things to
different people).

•

More effective use should be made of test animals.

•

Results are often imprecise.

•

Biologically relevant covariates are not considered.

What should OECD tests look like in future?
It was agreed that new testing frameworks should not be developed that (a) exclude results from
tests performed within the current framework, or (b) remove all flexibility in approach. However, there
was common agreement that certain improvements are desirable:
• The danger of false negatives should be reduced.
Tests should focus on biologically significant endpoints (although a definition needs to be
agreed upon first).
• We should be able to link test results to predictive ecological/biological models.
• Biologically important covariates should be included, where this is appropriate.
• Better use should be made of all test measurements.
• Test guidelines should make explicit recommendations on appropriate statistical analytical
techniques.
• Summary statistics and parameters should be capable of being interpreted by non-statisticians
and decision-makers.
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5.

Comparison of the different approaches to data analysis
5.1

Hypothesis testing to determine a NOEC

The NOEC is familiar and, to date, has been widely used as a basis for risk assessment. It is
perceived to be easy to understand, and software is freely available. However, hypothesis testing in
general is not well suited to the type of data obtained from most toxicity tests (with the possible exception
of limit tests) and the NOEC, in particular, is statistically unfounded (the annexed review report by Simon
Pack gives a detailed explanation of this point).
5.2

Static regression

Static regression models, in which a model is fitted to measurements taken at a single fixed time,
enable ECx values to be estimated for each time of assessment. However, because these models do not
include a time component, they do not use all of the data in an efficient manner. For those tests which are
assessed only once, they are the only option available.
5.3

Time-dependent regression models

Time of exposure should be incorporated into the analysis of data, where possible. However,
different time-dependent regression models are available, each with its own assumptions, so criteria are
needed for the appropriate selection from the available mechanistic and empirical models. Best reasonable
fit should be the most important criterion for model selection. Also the model, whilst being as complex as
necessary, should be as simple as possible. Time-dependent models are not necessarily more complex
than static models (there can be fewer parameters). It may be that empirical models are less biologically
consistent than mechanistic models (e.g. increases in survival may occur over time). Mechanistic models
should be favoured if they fit the data; empirical models should be used as a fallback.
In the short to medium term there is no need to modify test protocols in major ways. However,
minor modifications may produce a better result. It may also be useful to collect data at intermediate time
intervals in some tests, such as the fish growth test, although there are more cost implications in this
proposal.
6.

Concerns about moving away from the NOEC

Concerns were expressed about deciding to abandon the NOEC before alternative methods have
been identified and evaluated in regard to their implications for ecotoxicity test designs. It is possible that
specific methods will be needed for each species and ecotoxicological endpoint. Where several methods
exist, guidance for their selection for regulatory use would be required.
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WORKSHOP CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

The NOEC should be phased out as a summary of toxicity.

2.

The OECD should move towards a regression-based estimation procedure in which, as a bare
minimum, the following should be reported: model parameters plus measures of error and goodness
of fit; ECx, t (ECx at time t), important biological parameters; parameters describing the time course
of effects.

3.

Time should be incorporated in the analytical procedures for OECD toxicity test data and
experimental designs should be optimised for estimation of ECx at the last time interval (where this
is both relevant and cost-effective).

4.

If different models are equivalent and give adequate fits to data, and if assumptions are valid,
mechanistic models are preferred over empirical models.

5.

Procedures for the collection of data through time should be included in test protocols that are
developed or updated in the future (where this is relevant and cost-effective).

6.

The OECD should initiate a study of the time-dependent regression models that are available (both
mechanistic and empirical) and which of these, if any, best meets the OECD’s needs. This study
should include discussion of the following:
• which statistical summaries are robust and should be reported to regulatory authorities;
• other biological estimates or parameters that should be reported;
• a sensitivity analysis of test design to justify an appropriate ECx (data should be reanalysed to
determine the precision associated with low ECx values and the optimal experimental design);
• whether a different x is required for different tests because of the different levels of precision
achievable in each, and because an effect of magnitude of x may have a different biological
importance for different endpoints or tests;
• an analysis of the advantages and disadvantages to risk assessment of a move to time-dependent
regression approaches for different organisms and endpoints.

7.

A steering group should be set up to direct the mathematical, statistical and biological work required
to take the workshop recommendations forward. This group should include representatives from the
appropriate scientific and regulatory communities. The group could gather data from the testing
community via a questionnaire.

8.

The report of this workshop, including the background documents and the 1993 review report by
Simon Pack, should be published as an OECD General Distribution Document.
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GLOSSARY

ANOVA/NOEC approach
The approach whereby the mean response at each concentration is compared with the untreated
mean via some statistical test. The test may be a parameter analysis of variance followed by a multiple
comparison test, or may be a non-parametric test. The highest concentration that is not significantly
different from the untreated is then designated as the No Observed Effect Concentration, or NOEC.

Benchmark concentration
The benchmark concentration (BC) is defined as the statistical lower confidence limit on a
concentration which produces some predetermined increase in response rate compared to the untreated
control. In other words, it is the lower confidence limit on an EC estimate.

Empirical vs. mechanistic modelling
Frequently a distinction is made between empirical and mechanistic models. An empirical
model is one described by a family of functions which is sufficiently flexible that a member of the family
fits the data well. A mechanistic model, on the other hand, is described by a family of functions that is
deduced from the mathematics of the mechanism that produced the data. In reality, we find that the
distinctions between the two types of model are blurred. Models that were originally thought of as
mechanistic are often based upon such oversimplified assumptions that they are little more than empirical.
Some families of functions are unashamedly empirical, for example polynomial and spline functions.
Some models commonly used in ecotoxicology such as the logistic and Gompertz functions, which have
known nonlinear behaviour built into them and which have physically meaningful parameters, are better
thought of as empirical. At the other extreme are truly mechanistic or “biological” models which have a
biological basis and biologically interpretable parameters. Such models should be used with caution.
With the current poor state of knowledge about the vastly complex web of biology, biochemistry, nutrition
and environment in which biological change is embedded, such biological bases are at best a crude
approximation.

Hormesis models
Regression models fitted to dose-response data are generally monotonic, reflecting an everincreasing adverse effect with increasing dose. Problems arise, however, when we come across effects
which seem to contradict this expected monotonicity. A particular example of this is hormesis, in which
low doses of a substance appear to stimulate an apparently beneficial response in the test organism even
though larger concentrations lead to a toxic effect.
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Static vs. time-dependent
A time-dependent model is one in which the response variable is deemed to be a function of both
concentration and time. A static model is one in which the response variable is a function of concentration
alone.

Threshold models
Threshold models are based upon the supposition that there exists a dose at, and below, which a
substance produces no toxic effect and above which an increasing effect occurs. Threshold models can be
thought of as two models joined together at a point. One part is a horizontal line describing the level of
background – or untreated – response; the other describes an increasing effect with increasing dose. The
two parts join at the EC0 or threshold dose. This is the maximum dose at which the response is equal to
the background and can be included in the model specification as a parameter and so be estimated directly.
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ANNEX 3: REPORT OF WORKING GROUP A
Chairman: John Fenlon (United Kingdom)
Rapporteurs: Helle Holst (Denmark) and Leslie Touart (United States)

Session 1: Why are tests performed and what do we want from the results?
Why do we have ecotoxicity tests?
The group focused its discussion on aquatic ecotoxicity tests within the OECD framework. The
OECD is concerned with developing harmonized test guidelines generally for pesticides and industrial
chemicals. These tests are used mainly to derive data for regulatory purposes (e.g. for classification and
risk assessments within notification and registration schemes), in order to predict possible effects of the
tested substance on the aquatic environment. It is worth noting, however, that other types of risk
assessments use/require different testing procedures or guidelines (e.g. bioassays for monitoring or for
site-specific assessments using contaminated sediments, soils or wastewater).
In consideration of these (mainly regulatory) purposes of OECD-type tests, the group recognized
that:
• Standardization of the test design is essential for the mutual use of such data by different countries, and
for the use of the same data for both classification and risk assessment.
• Some flexibility in the designs is also necessary, in order to cope with the vast variety of different
substances and their physical-chemical properties.
With respect to possible changes in test designs, e.g. as a consequence of changes in the
statistical analysis, the group also stated that:
• The OECD should then develop methods for the continued use of existing data as well. Repetition of
tests should be avoided, where possible.
What kind of information do we need from ecotoxicity tests?
Information from laboratory testing is used to predict the possibility of effects in the real
environment. This extrapolation involves a high degree of uncertainty due to various causes. However,
since field testing is not possible on the necessary scale and does not provide unambiguous results,
laboratory testing is necessarily being used for decision-making. Therefore, it is generally agreed that:
•

We must continue to improve testing and analytical techniques to move toward reducing uncertainty.
This involves two aspects: more use of the generated data, and better analysis.
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As to the use made of the data, the existing tests already generate a lot of information but
frequently only one data point is ultimately expressed (e.g. NOEC). This may be sufficient in cases where
only a relative measure of toxicity is needed (e.g. priority setting, classification, limit tests to identify
substances of very low toxicity). Risk assessments (prediction of possible effects) obviously require
better/absolute measures of toxicity and refined analysis. The group agreed that:
⇒

Results from tests providing more detail about effects other than NOEC approaches are more useful
in risk assessments.

As to improving the analysis of test results, a major issue in regard to reducing uncertainty is the
introduction of a measure of precision concerning the test endpoint. Unlike classification schemes, risk
assessments do consider a precision component. The group concluded that:
∗

New analytical techniques which provide for such a measure of precision and/or which reduce the
extent of the necessary extrapolation are regarded as giving better results, which is generally
perceived as an improvement.

∗

The degree of accuracy needed for each endpoint, and the use of this information in risk assessments,
need to be discussed further.

∗

If new analytical techniques are to be introduced into the OECD Test Guidelines, the implications of
the recommended technique(s) for existing test designs and for the continued use of existing data
need to be evaluated.

It should also be recognized that the perception of risk may vary, and therefore some countries
may require more fixed criteria for using the endpoint in a risk assessment.
Are we happy with current practices? What should tests look like in future?
The group identified several major shortcomings of the current testing practice:
• Waste of data/imprecise results
∗ ANOVA-type determination of the NOEC (i.e. by comparing control and one treatment with
hypothesis tests) does not use information from all the other treatment levels (i.e. the slope of
the dose-response curve).
∗ There is no measure of precision of the NOEC.
∗ The NOEC itself is imprecise, because it can only be one of the test concentrations and
because the power of the statistical tests frequently does not allow for detecting considerable
effects (up to 20 per cent was mentioned). Thus, bad testing (high variability of controls) is
rewarded, and the NOEC as one of the tested concentrations is subject to decisions of the
study director (the chosen concentrations and their spacing). This is regarded as scientifically
inappropriate.
⇒

For all these reasons, the group concluded that the test design and/or the statistical analysis
should be improved.
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• Ineffective use of test animals
∗ By not using much of the data (see above), test animals are used inefficiently. This is not
acceptable and needs to be improved.
• Extrapolation needed
∗ Both the NOEC and the ECx correspond to a standardized exposure time, species, and
laboratory condition. Hence, an extrapolating factor is needed for their use in risk
assessments. With mechanistic modelling, the need for part of this factor may be reduced
(e.g. the part which accounts for the extrapolation from standardized to unlimited exposure
time).
• Lack of time component
There was agreement that more information on the time component (effect build-up over
time) and more use of such data are required. This was stated for both acute and (sub)chronic
tests. Such dynamic information is an important aspect in risk assessments, e.g. for evaluating
the probability and extent of effects (especially when using time-dependent fate data), for
evaluating the relative risks for different effects (e.g. growth reduction versus reproduction
impairment), and for risk/benefit analyses.
• Further issues to consider:
Perception of the NOEC: Most regulators do not use NOEC values without some further
interpretation of the data. One approach is comparing the NOEC with an ECx, e.g. the EC10.
An NOEC > EC10 should then be used only carefully and with low confidence. However, the
NOEC is frequently misinterpreted as a true no-effect level, especially by the lay public and
by risk managers where there are more decision-making levels. As to the US, participants
stated that EPA is somewhat “happy” with the NOEC in the context of its regulatory use. In
EPA evaluations, it usually represents low-level effects which are not identified as statistically
significant. While acknowledging the scientific shortcomings and frequent confusion with a
no-effect level, the proper interpretation of other endpoints (ECx, NEC) by risk managers and
the public would also be a point of concern.
Revised test design: In case of a move towards regression analysis, several issues would need
to be addressed in detail:
∗ The optimized test design may need to be different for different organisms and endpoints
of concern.
∗ The same applies to the value of x in ECx, due to different natural variability of endpoints
like growth, reproduction, mortality with several organisms. The value of x and the chosen
statistical technique are also likely to have implications for the number and spacing of test
concentrations.
∗ Further, any change in the analytical technique should be accompanied by discussion and
recommendations on the use of existing data in the future and on the parallel use of NOEC
and the new measure(s) during a transition period.
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Session 2:
analysis

Review and comparison of the different approaches to data

The group first focused on the basic comparison between NOEC (hypothesis testing) and
estimation procedures with regard to regulatory tests.
Should the NOEC still have a role in future testing or should we move away from it?
In reviewing this issue, the group collated the following views:
pro NOEC

contra

∗ easy to understand

∗ easy to misunderstand

∗ can often be determined

∗ is often misused or inappropriate

∗ high confidence
regression

intervals

using

∗ no confidence intervals or other
measure of precision with NOEC

∗ many regression models to choose ∗ NOEC also can depend on the choice
between
of model or statistical test.
∗ It is untrue to say that only ∗ NOEC is not a sound and reasonable
control/NOEC data are used in NOEC
measure, for the reasons outlined in
(ANOVA incorporates variance and
the background papers by S. Pack and
degree of freedom from all data,
P. Chapman and in the 1993 review
Williams’ test considers additional
report by S. Pack.
dose-related information).

In conclusion, the group reached consensus on the following recommendation:
The OECD should move from the NOEC towards a regression-based (estimation) analysis
of aquatic ecotoxicological data.
The group also addressed briefly the general implications of a possible change towards
regression or mechanistic modelling:
∗ Range-finding tests for the optimal choice of test concentrations are necessary at any rate, regardless of
the analytical technique.
∗ Test designs would need to be optimized for static regression analysis (e.g. more test concentrations,
fewer replicates). Some modifications would also be needed for the dynamic approaches (time
component), although existing data can already be used for modelling in DEBtox, for example.
However, some changes would provide for better results.
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∗ Guidance would need to be developed for the selection of the best model(s) (both static and dynamic)
and for special cases (poor dose selection/ill-conditioned data, etc.) where model fitting fails.
∗ Procedures for the use of existing data sets would be necessary.
∗ The proper use of the additional information in risk assessments should be discussed.
Which other analytical technique could replace the NOEC?
During an animated discussion about empirical versus mechanistic modelling, one view was that
many empirical models were contrary to biological knowledge and frequently inconsistent. Another view,
in the minority, was that an empirical, best-fit approach was better. It was further pointed out that
empirical regression methods can also incorporate time-dependent hazard/survival data, and that an EC0 is
model dependent and can be present (or not) in both empirical and mechanistic models. While doubts were
expressed as to whether a move to full-scale mechanistic modelling could be achieved in one step, the
group recommended that:
⇒

Dynamic (time-based) components should be incorporated into the regression models.
The collection of time course data should be extended.

Which statistical measure(s) should be reported?
All raw data would be available to regulatory agencies. However, raw data normally are not used
for decision-making without analysis in some form, presently through determining an NOEC. For reasons
of transparent and consistent decision-making by agencies and for planning purposes by industry, such
“reference point(s)” would be needed for risk assessment schemes in future. There was, however, a clear
split of the group on whether NEC/EC0 values should serve this purpose (in a vote, five members indicated
they had problems with this concept and nine had no such reservations, with two abstentions).
Without agreement on that issue, the group nevertheless concluded that:
∗ The form and parameters of the regression model should be reported together with confidence
statements.
∗ A general model could probably be used for many datasets.
∗ If the OECD decides to use mechanistic modelling, the EC0 should be reported.
∗ With the ECx approach, different values of x would probably be needed for different test
procedures/endpoints, both in terms of matching up with the NOEC and of the achievable sensitivity.
The value(s) of x could either be chosen to correspond to the current level(s) of possible effects at the
NOEC, or could be determined by using a sensitivity analysis of the optimized test design.
∗ For now, values of EC5 by increments of 5 to EC25 could be determined routinely.
Further, to facilitate the decision on which particular model(s) could be used in future, the group
recommends that:
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•

The OECD should undertake a study with existing (ring test) data to compare
different types of dynamic regression models.

In conclusion, the group reached consensus on the following recommendations:
•

The OECD should move from the NOEC towards a regression-based (estimation)
analysis of aquatic ecotoxicological data.

•

Dynamic (time-based) components should be incorporated into these regression
models. The collection of time course data should be extended.

•

The OECD should undertake a study with existing (ring test) data to compare
different types of dynamic regression models.
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ANNEX 4: REPORT OF WORKING GROUP B
Chairman: Kees Romijn (GCPF/ECPA)
Rapporteurs: Jacques Bedaux (Netherlands) and Dwayne Moore (Canada)

Session 1: Why are the tests performed and what do we want
from the results?
Why do we have ecotoxicity tests?
Ecotoxicity testing can be conducted for several purposes, which can be grouped in different ways:
A) Prediction

Hazard identification
Classification and priority-setting
Guidelines, criteria
Product development
Risk assessment
Research

B) Control and monitoring

Permit compliance (monitoring/standards)
Research

C) Diagnosis

Incidence reports
Toxicity Identification and Evaluation (TIE)
Research (identification of causal agents)

A) Legal/regulatory

New products
Re-evaluations
Site assessment
Criteria, standards
Permit-setting and compliance

B) Non-regulatory

Waste management
Product development and safety
Market-driven issues
Emergency procedures
Commercial issues
Diagnosis

C) Research

Mode of action
QSARs

or

Some of these applications of ecotoxicity data are beyond the scope of the workshop, which is to
deal merely with substances and regulatory issues.
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What kind of information do we need from these tests?
The kinds of information we may wish to obtain from these tests are listed below. The types of
information used in various applications are shown in Table 1.
1) Lower levels of biological organisation:
biochemical
behaviour
survival
growth
reproduction
2) Population and higher levels of organisation:
Intrinsic rate of growth
Bioenergetic endpoints
Demographic endpoints
Richness, community structure
Community function endpoints
Data can be summarised using different parameters:
NOECs, LOECs, MATCs
EC50, LC50, IC50
ECx, LCx, ICp
LD50
etc.
In the applications listed in Table 1, various extrapolation procedures are available for use with the
ecotoxicity data including:
Uncertainty factors
Models
Uncertainty analysis
The above are used to extrapolate from one species to another, from laboratory to field conditions,
from short- to long-term effects, and from lower to higher biological levels of organisation.
Are we happy with current practices?
Participants agreed that the current summary parameters for ecotoxicity testing (e.g. NOEC) are
inadequate and that other summary parameters and analytical techniques should be investigated.
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Session 2: Review and comparison of the different approaches to data analysis
The topics discussed were:
• Should we use NOEC/ANOVA?
• If not, what alternatives do we have?
• What measures do we want to report?
• How do we choose appropriate models?
Almost everybody agreed that ANOVA-type methods were not appropriate for estimating effective
concentrations. However, if the aim is to test toxicity values against certain limits, ANOVA or other
similar test procedures can be applied.
As a result, the following recommendations were made:
1)

OECD tests should use a regression-based approach for the analysis of toxicity data.

2)

For limit testing and other similar application, ANOVA-like methods can be applied.

Afterwards, the Group discussed what kind of regression models should be used. Two
classifications were used: (1) static versus dynamic, and (2) empirical (or descriptive) versus theory-based
(or mechanistic). Here static means that time is not incorporated in the model formulation. After a long
discussion, the following recommendations could be made:
3)

OECD Test Guidelines should encourage the characterization of the time dependence when
appropriate data are available (see Table 2).

4)

The OECD should evaluate whether data should be collected at intermediate times for tests
that do not currently have this requirement in the guideline.

The group then discussed which summary measures are appropriate. This discussion resulted in the
following recommendations:
5)

The OECD should encourage the estimation of ECx,t including confidence limits for several
values of x and, where appropriate, at different time intervals.

6)

The OECD should reanalyse existing ring test data to determine the precision associated with
low ECx,t values for different biological test systems and several models. The objective
would be to determine the lowest effect values that can be estimated with reasonable
confidence for each test system.

7)

Experimental designs for OECD test systems should be optimised for estimation of ECx,t for
the last time interval.
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8)

Work should be carried out within the OECD to determine:
• how dynamic data analyses would be used to effect better decision-making;
• whether this improvement justifies the extra resources required to collect and analyze
dynamic data for different tests.

Two issues were also identified in this session. The first issue is that the spacing of treatments for
precise estimation of low ECx,t is difficult for all time intervals. Therefore, the group recommended that:
9)

The OECD should not modify experimental test designs explicitly for dynamic analyses
unless the benefits justify the additional costs of collecting and analysing dynamic data.

The second issue raised concerned the choice of an appropriate low ECx,t value for risk assessment
and other applications. Choosing such a value involves both statistical and regulatory considerations, and
therefore was viewed as outside the scope of this workshop. Nevertheless, various regulatory and other
agencies should examine this issue carefully.
The next topic discussed was the procedure for choosing models. Group B did not agree with the
initial Group C proposal for choosing models based on the following priorities:
1. Best possible fit
2. Mechanistic
3. Empirical
An alternative proposal was made (which did not receive consensus):
If models give equivalent and adequate fits and if assumptions are valid, mechanistic models are
preferred over empirical models.
Concern was expressed about relying solely on best-fit models, because the chosen model could
change between time intervals and between tests. A last general remark was that models should be as
simple as possible and as complex as necessary.
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Table 1: Commonly used summary parameters in different applications of ecotoxicity data
LCx,t
ECx,t

Population
level
measures

Community
level
measures

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

??

xx

xx

xx

??

x

x

xx

x

x

x

x

xx

xx

xx

Application

NOEC
LOEC

LC50
EC50

Classification

xx

xx

Criteria and
guidelines
Screening level
assessments
Higher
tier
assessments
Permit compliance

xx

xx

xx

risk xx

xx

x

risk x

x

x

Product development
and stewardship
Diagnosis
(e.g. TIE)
Research

x
xx

LCx
ECx

xx

sometimes used
frequently used

Table 2: Potentially useful summary parameters from an ecotoxicity test. It is also critical that
the model equation, estimated parameters and their standard error, model goodness of
fit, and other test results be reported as appropriate.
%
effect/time

t1

t2

t3

t4

5

EC5,t1 ± 95% CI

EC5,t2 ± 95% CI

EC5,t3 ± 95% CI

EC5,t4 ± 95% CI

10

EC10,t1 ± 95% CI

EC10,t2 ± 95% CI

EC10,t3 ± 95% CI

EC10,t4 ± 95% CI

15

EC15,t1 ± 95% CI

EC15,t2 ± 95% CI

EC15,t3 ± 95% CI

EC15,t4 ± 95% CI

20

EC20,t1 ± 95% CI

EC20,t2 ± 95% CI

EC20,t3 ± 95% CI

EC20,t4 ± 95% CI

25

EC25,t1 ± 95% CI

EC25,t2 ± 95% CI

EC25,t3 ± 95% CI

EC25,t4 ± 95% CI

30

EC30,t1 ± 95% CI

EC30,t2 ± 95% CI

EC30,t3 ± 95% CI

EC30,t4 ± 95% CI

40

EC40,t1 ± 95% CI

EC40,t2 ± 95% CI

EC40,t3 ± 95% CI

EC40,t4 ± 95% CI

50

EC50,t1± 95% CI

EC50,t2 ± 95% CI

EC50,t3 ± 95% CI

EC50,t4 ± 95% CI
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ANNEX 5: REPORT OF WORKING GROUP C
Chairman: Michael Newman (United States)
Rapporteurs: Colin Janssen (Belgium) and Gerhard Joermann (Germany)

Summary
Recommendations
The working group recommended that the OECD should move away from the ANOVA/NOEC
approach, and that future test methods should have the following qualities or improvements:
1. reduction of the possibility of biased results;
2. more focus on biological significance of endpoints;
3. more linkage to predictive, ecological or biological models allowing for the inclusion
of relevant covariates where appropriate;
4. inclusion of guidance for explicit statistical techniques in OECD Test Guidelines;
5. choice of summary statistics that can be generated and interpreted by non-statisticians.
To this end, the fitting of regression models was recommended: specific theory-based models, if
appropriate, should be used for each individual test.
Future approach
The working group recommended test-specific regression models, theory-based if appropriate. It
was agreed that test results should include the following:
1. estimates of all model parameters, error terms, and goodness of fit;
2. a slope, if appropriate;
3. ECx values;
4. biologically relevant parameters;
5. parameters describing the time course;
6. confidence limits for summary statistics, as is good statistical practice.
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Session 1: Why are the tests performed and what do we want from the results?
Why do we have ecotoxicity tests?
The working group decided that the reasons for conducting ecotoxicity tests were:
•

to measure absolute or relative (ranking of) toxicity values;

•

for routine regulatory use;

•

to determine the need for and the design of higher tier tests;

•

to protect the environment by predicting the effects on natural populations (non-human);

•

to generate point estimates that are useful for assessment.

What kind of information do we need from ecotoxicity tests?
The working group decided that the following type of information is needed:
•

one or more endpoints (i.e. which is/are required for applying a classification scheme);

•

time scale for effects;

•

biologically significant information;

•

indication and expression of reliability (accuracy, precision);

•

information readily understandable by non-statisticians;

•

representative of what is to be protected.
Are we happy with current statistical practices?

The working group identified the following shortcomings and problems in the currently used
ANOVA/NOEC approach:
•

unnecessarily high risk of false negatives;

•

no statements of biological significance, only statistical significance;

•

the type of data generated now will not meet future needs of risk assessment schemes;

•

inferior statistical methods;

•

no linkage to ecological, predictive models;
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•

inadequate extraction of information (e.g. only NOEC, no slope);

•

NOECs lead to misunderstanding and misinterpretation;

•

detailed guidance on statistical methods is missing in guidelines;

•

no incorporation of covariates.

The working group recommended the following with regard to the design and performance of
future tests and statistical analyses:
•

Reduce the danger of false negatives and false positives.

•

Develop tests that focus on biological significance.

•

Make more efficient use of test information.

•

Choose endpoints that are directly applicable to predictive ecological models and incorporate
important covariates (e.g. time) where appropriate.

•

The summary statistics/parameters chosen should be interpretable by non-experts.

•

Make statistical tests an inherent part of test method development.

•

Provide explicit recommendations for statistical data analysis in test methods and clear guidance
on how to perform it/them. It must be possible for non-expert statisticians to perform the
analyses.

•

New statistical approaches should be compatible with GLP practice.

•

Control variability should be taken into account in any analyses.

•

A way to link new summary parameters to old endpoints is desirable.
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Session 2: Review and Comparison of the Different Approaches
to Data Analysis
Should the NOEC/ANOVA approach be retained?
A large majority of working group participants did not want to retain the NOEC/ANOVA
approach. However, one participant expressed some concern about replacing the NOEC for the following
reasons:
•

uncertainty about what it will be replaced with;

•

no infrastructure for moving away from NOEC (i.e. computer programs);

•

NOEC has protected the environment in the past;

•

possible need to develop new safety factors (i.e. risk assessment practices);

•

the current stringent requirements for design, doses, random variation lead to valid NOECs.

What could the NOEC/ANOVA approach be replaced with?
The following options were considered:
1.

summary parameters for dose-response models which allow assessment (e.g. regression,
mechanistic, mixed regression/ANOVA approach, others);

2.

improve NOEC methods (e.g. test design, statistical test method, reporting);

3.

parallel reporting (both NOEC and ECx), including qualification of existing NOECs;

4.

EPA interpolation method.

The working group agreed to concentrate further discussions predominately on option 1.
What type of information (endpoints; summary statistics) do we want?
• Empirical vs. mechanistic
There was no clear consensus on whether models should be empirical or mechanistic. Some
participants did not feel comfortable with the mechanistic models (e.g. DEBtox), as they did not completely
understand them. The pros and cons depended on the various factors (e.g. theory used, best fit).
The working group did, however, propose the following logical sequence:
best (reasonable) fit → mechanistic if possible → if not, then use empirical models
Most participants were in favour of theory-based models, fit by non-linear regression.
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• Include covariates in the dose-response assessment?
The working group agreed that models giving the best (reasonable) fit should be chosen first. Time
should be included in this model, if appropriate. The inclusion of time and other covariates was selected as a
second choice.
With respect to the inclusion of time as a covariate, the group acknowledged that, for some existing
tests, time could be included without changes to the method (e.g. Daphnia reproduction study). However,
other tests would need to be redesigned and this caused some concern.
What type of summary statistics do we want from our selected approaches?
Finally, the working group identified the type of summary statistics that should be reported:
•

estimates of all model parameters completed by terms of error, goodness of fit;

•

slope (with confidence limits);

•

ECx (with confidence limits);

•

biological parameters relevant for models;

•

parameters describing time course, if applicable.

Other summary statistics considered were:
•

no effect concentration – NEC (or approximate of NEC);

•

benchmark concentrations = lower confidence in ECx.

Reservations were indicated with respect to the NEC. The fact that it is likely that a true NEC may
exist for some chemicals, and not for others, gave concern as to its use as a parameter in chemical regulation.
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ANNEX 6
A Discussion of the NOEC/ANOVA Approach to Data Analysis
Dr Simon Pack
Procter & Gamble, United Kingdom
Basic principle
The NOEC/ANOVA approach is to compare each test concentration against the control.
In general, the NOEC is the highest concentration that is not statistically significantly different
from control. The LOEC is the lowest concentration that is significantly different from control.
There may be some ambiguity in these definitions if, for a concentration significantly different
from control, there is a higher concentration which is not significantly different. Some might prefer an
alternative definition that the LOEC is the lowest concentration significantly different from control, with
the NOEC being the next lowest concentration.

Methodology
Start with parametric ANOVA, as described in basic statistics textbooks and as implemented in
all general statistical computer packages. Data should be transformed to satisfy the assumptions (the
assumptions should always be checked to validate any analysis). The ANOVA assumptions are that the
residuals are, independently and identically, normally distributed with zero mean and constant variance.
With parametric ANOVA of aquatic toxicology data, insufficient attention is often paid to the meanvariance relationship of the data, with the consequence that inappropriate estimates of variability are
obtained, leading to incorrect inferences. Generalised linear models do not seem to be used.
Non-parametric versions of ANOVA exist that will generally be more robust without sacrificing
much sensitivity. In fact, non-parametric methods could be used by default to avoid issues around
violations of the assumptions.
To compare test concentrations with the control, there are many approaches (multiple
comparison procedures). These take account of the multiple statistical tests by adjusting the statistical
threshold for declaring significance. Dunnett’s method is perhaps the most popular in the ecotoxicology
area. Williams’ method uses the assumed trend in the underlying concentration-response.
Despite the relative conceptual simplicity, there are, in fact, a myriad of variants when the
different combinations of analysis and multiple comparisons are taken into account.
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Experimental design
It is vital to identify what constitutes a replicate, e.g. individual fish in a tank or the tank itself.
Investigation of the components of variability may show whether grouping of individuals can be
reasonably made.
The number of replicates will significantly impact the sensitivity of statistical analyses, and
therefore the NOEC. Increased control replication relative to each concentration will maximise sensitivity
for a fixed overall number of replicates and is recommended. The control replication should be increased
by a factor of √ (number of concentrations) relative to the test concentrations.
Optimising the design of ANOVA experiments from a statistical viewpoint seems to be seldom
done.

Advantages of NOEC/ANOVA
Conceptual simplicity
With ANOVA, we simply check if each concentration is different from the control. The
modelling assumptions are relatively weak, i.e. no concentration-response model is used. Distributional
assumptions can largely be avoided by using non-parametric methods of analysis.
In comparison, regression methods aim to fit an empirical curve through the data points relating
response to concentration. This curve need not be given any particular biological interpretation, although
one is often assumed. The main objective is to model the data. No-effect concentrations (NECs),
hormesis and time can be readily incorporated. The adequacy of the model is assessed from the fit of the
model to the data points.
Unlike ANOVA and regression methods, the mathematical modelling approach makes explicit
assumptions about the underlying processes. These assumptions then generate a concentration-response
model for the data. Unknown parameters are then estimated from the data. For some models the
experimenter may need to supply values for fixed constants; however, these should still really be
considered as parameters. The assumptions can only be verified by looking at the adequacy of the fit of
the model to the data points.
Computational simplicity
Hand calculation is easy. Formulae are given in most basic statistics textbooks. Many specialist
and non-specialist (e.g. spreadsheet) programs are available for ANOVA calculations.
In comparison, regression and mathematical modelling approaches require specialist software.
Some simple (non-parametric) methods have been developed for the estimation of e.g. EC50s. However,
these may not be sufficiently flexible for general recommendation. The more complex the assumptions and
the model, the more complex the computational side will be and the more problems will be encountered.
Experimental design is straightforward.
The number of replicates needed to give any degree of sensitivity can be readily calculated if the
standard ANOVA assumptions are assumed.
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Optimal experimental design for the regression and mathematical modelling approaches is
possible but not straightforward, and would most likely require further research.

Disadvantages of NOEC/ANOVA
The NOEC must be one of the test concentrations.
The NOEC is determined to a large extent by experimenters’ choice of concentrations. Usually
only a small number of concentrations are tested. Therefore the “precision” is likely to be very limited.
The NOEC is not a safe concentration.
If experimental variability is relatively high, then the sensitivity of the analyses to detect
differences from control will be relatively low. This implies that only larger differences from the control
can be detected. This in turn implies the NOEC may be a concentration that actually corresponds to quite
large effects.
Literature supports this in practice. For example, the results of the final Daphnia magna
reproduction ring test showed sensitivity was such that effects up to 20% could have been declared as not
significantly different from control. Effect sizes at the NOECs averaged around 10% but some
corresponded to effects of 20-30%.
The example below (modified from a real experiment) illustrates the problem. There is clearly
an effect at the NOEC which corresponds to an EC20.
Response

80

60

40
conc. mean
0
1
2
3

20

70
69
55
16

NOEC = 2 = EC20

0
0

1

2
Concentration

NOEC obtained using Dunnett’s method.
Fitted curve is 3-parameter logistic.
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It is impossible to derive an estimate of the precision for the NOEC.
A power calculation can quantify the sensitivity of the analyses in terms of the difference from
control that could be reasonably detected. However, this doesn’t address the real problem of how accurate
the NOEC is. By definition the NOEC is just one of the concentrations. If decisions are to be made on
environmental safety, then it is surely important to quantify the degree of confidence.
In contrast, precision estimates are readily available from both the regression and mathematical
modelling approaches.
There is no information on the concentration-response curve.
The rate of change of response with concentration may be useful in assessing how sensitive a
species is. This information is not available from ANOVA/NOEC methods. Therefore valuable
information is being wasted. Prediction of the effects at concentrations other than those studied is not
possible.
Prediction of effects or effect concentrations is particularly simple with regression modelling
and, arguably to a lesser extent, mathematical modelling approaches, since the explicit aim is to fit a
model to the data points. If time is also incorporated, then predictions of effects at a given time can also
be readily made.
Robustness
Parametric ANOVA is robust to moderate violations of assumptions (e.g. lack of normality).
However, variations in the methodology may produce different NOEC values for the same data. The
extent to which these NOECs might differ will largely depend on the spacing of the concentrations relative
to the observed concentration-response. Not much seems to have been published on this.
For regression and mathematical modelling, the more complex the model used, the harder it is to
validate against the data and robustness then becomes an issue.
The EC50 is a derived quantity and is known to be robustly estimated i.e. reasonably modelindependent. More extreme percentiles, e.g. EC5s, will be highly model-dependent. However, estimates
of precision will be correspondingly low, reflecting the information in the data, so that confidence
intervals will generally overlap for different models. Therefore, in general, simplicity in the aims and
approach is recommended.
The NOEC/LOEC may not exist.
If the lowest concentration tested produces a statistically significant difference from the control,
then the NOEC will not exist. If none of the concentrations is significantly different from control, then the
LOEC will not exist. To obtain a NOEC/LOEC, the experiment would need to be re-run with different
concentrations. The first experiment may therefore be considered to have been wasted. However, the
experiment could still yield useful information on the concentration-response curve.
In contrast, both regression and mathematical modelling approaches may be able to derive useful
quantities, for example EC50s, from such “failed” experiments. The basic requirement would only be that
the respective models can be fitted to the data.
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Good experimental practice is not rewarded.
Generally, the poorer the experimental conduct the higher the variability in the data. This in turn
means lower sensitivity to detect differences from control and consequently higher NOECs may result,
falsely implying “greater safety”. This is completely unacceptable.
Correctly applied regression and mathematical modelling approaches will, in general, produce
estimates of the parameters of interest with precision that reflects the information and variability in the
data.

Other issues
NOEC/LOECs cannot be compared to ECx values.
There have been attempts to correlate NOEC/LOECs with percentiles of the concentrationresponse curve, e.g. EC20s. NOECs are fundamentally different from ECxs and, as the NOEC is largely
dependent on the experimental design, any correlations that have been found are almost entirely
coincidental.
NOECs are not NECs.
The NOEC is not an estimate of the no-effect concentration (NEC). As already explained, the
NOEC can correspond to non-zero effects and does not estimate a “safe” concentration. NOECs cannot be
correlated with NECs or ECxs.
Hybrid methods
Some authors have proposed methods aimed at overcoming the weaknesses of the NOEC. For
example, Hoekstra and van Ewijk propose a two-stage procedure. Firstly, the highest concentration is
found for which the effect is not estimated to be larger than 25% (the bounded-effect concentration).
Then interpolation is used, from the endpoint of the confidence interval for the effect size at this
concentration, to estimate the concentration giving a 1% effect (or other small value). They argue that
this calculation yields a conservative estimate of a concentration giving “negligible” effects. While this
may be the case, the concentration derived still suffers from the fact that an associated estimate of
precision is not provided, although one could presumably be derived. Existence of the bounded-effect
concentration is also not guaranteed. However, their approach does go some way to limit the dependency
of the “safe” concentration on the experimental design.
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ANNEX 7

Alternatives to the NOEC Based on Regression Analysis
Peter Chapman
Zeneca Agrochemicals, United Kingdom
Effective Concentration (EC) estimation
An “effective concentration” (EC) is defined as the concentration that produces a specified size
of effect relative to an untreated control. An equivalent definition applies to an effective dose, but
concentration is used throughout this document.
Methodology
A typical experiment comprises an untreated control plus a number of concentrations replicated
a number of times. The measurement made on each experimental unit is some form of sub-lethal response
such as the weight of an organism or the number of offspring produced. A regression model is fitted to the
data and, through a process known as inverse estimation, a concentration corresponding to a specified
percent effect relative to the control is estimated. For example, a concentration corresponding to a 50%
reduction in effect relative to the control could be estimated. Figure 1 illustrates how an EC is estimated
for a typical sigmoidal dose-response curve. Confidence intervals for the EC can, and should always be,
estimated.
The curve fitted will usually be empirical in nature and will not have any particular biological
justification. However, experience demonstrates that many curves, such as that illustrated in Figure 1, fit
ecotoxicity data well and are adequate for the purpose of estimating effective concentrations.
Experimental design
The design will usually take the form of a fully randomised or randomised complete block,
although more complicated designs are possible. If it has been decided to replicate the control and the
doses, it is important that replication is true replication and not pseudo-replication. (Pseudo-replication
occurs when sub-samples from an experimental unit, such as measurements on individual organisms
within a single housing unit, are used in the analysis of an experiment as if they are true replicates.) The
number of replicates need not be the same for each dose.
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Figure 1: Concentration-response curve for the logistic regression equation

Potentially useful extensions to regression procedures
Benchmark concentration
The benchmark concentration (BC) is defined as the statistical lower confidence limit on a
concentration which produces some predetermined increase in response rate compared to the untreated
control. In other words, it is the lower confidence limit on an EC estimate. The BC is a relatively
conservative quantity on which to base the estimate of a safe concentration, but this characteristic has
found it many advocates in fields such as mammalian toxicology where the potential risk to humans must
be kept very small indeed. It may however be considered too conservative for use in ecotoxicology.
The EC0
Commonly used dose-response models, such as the logistic curve, predict non-zero effects even
at very small doses, so an EC estimate cannot be regarded as an estimate of a true No Effect Concentration
(NEC). It is possible, however, to modify conventional dose-response models in order to estimate an EC0.
Two such types of model which deserve serious consideration are threshold models and hormesis models.
Threshold models
Threshold models are based upon the supposition that there exists a dose at, and below which, a
substance produces no toxic effect and above which an increasing effect occurs. Threshold models can be
thought of as two models joined together at a point. One part is a horizontal line describing the level of
background – or untreated – response; the other describes an increasing effect with increasing dose. The
two parts join at the EC0 or threshold dose (see Figure 2). This is the maximum dose at which the
response is equal to the background and can be included in the model specification as a parameter and so
be estimated directly.
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Figure 2: Calculation of a threshold concentration or EC0.

Hormesis models
Regression models fitted to dose-response data are generally monotonic, reflecting an everincreasing adverse effect with increasing dose. Problems arise, however, when we come across effects
which seem to contradict this expected monotonicity. A particular example of this is hormesis, in which
low doses of a substance appear to stimulate an apparently beneficial response in the test organism even
though larger concentrations lead to a toxic effect (see Figure 3). From an ecotoxicological perspective,
the point at which the response is equal to the untreated response – the EC0 in Figure 3 – could be
interpreted as the concentration at which the stimulatory effect ceases and the toxic effect begins and thus
could be regarded as an estimate of the true NEC.
Time to response models
If the responses in a single ecotoxicity test are measured on a number of different days, then a
sigmoidal concentration response curve can be modified to include time. One of the benefits is that EC
estimates can be given for different times. An additional benefit is that time to response can be estimated
as a function of concentration.
Advantages and disadvantages of EC estimates
Below is a list of advantages and disadvantages of EC estimation as an alternative to the NOEC.
The list of advantages mainly draws attention to ways in which EC estimates overcome the scientific
deficiencies in the NOEC. In contrast, the list of disadvantages describes some of the difficulties to be
encountered in trying to estimate EC points. All of these difficulties can be overcome, although to do so
may require very large experiments or a significant amount of resource in analysing data from an
experiment.
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Figure 3: EC0 estimation in the presence of stimulation of response at low concentrations (hormesis)

Advantages
1.

Regression permits the estimation of effects at untested doses. In contrast, a NOEC can only be
one of the doses actually used in the experiment.

2.

EC estimation rewards well conducted experiments - i.e. those which are unbiased and of low
variability. The greater the precision in an experiment the smaller will be the width of the
confidence interval around the estimate. This implies that the lower the variability in an
experiment the more likely it is that an EC estimate will be close to its true value. In contrast,
highly variable results are more likely to produce EC estimates that are much larger, or much
lower, than their true values.
Standard ANOVA/NOEC evaluation, on the other hand, rewards poor experiments (i.e. high
variability) with high NOEC values.

3.

Because confidence intervals can always be calculated, the precision of an EC estimate can always
be determined, whereas the precision on a NOEC can never be determined.

4.

An EC can always be estimated, even if it is outside the range of experimental doses, although
estimates far outside the range of doses should be treated with caution.
By contrast, the NOEC is not always obtainable, either because the lowest dose gives a
statistically significant effect or none of the doses do. This situation has resulted in tests having to
be repeated.
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5.

The biological effect produced by a dose equal to the EC is not zero but it is known because it is
pre-selected. This situation is to be preferred to that of the NOEC, which also produces a nonzero effect which can be quite large, but is of unknown magnitude.

6.

Unlike the NOEC, the estimated EC does not depend upon the type I error rate in a significance
test, nor on the choice of multiple comparison procedure.

Disadvantages
1.

The choice of regression model: If one is interested in estimating an EC for a small effect size,
such as an EC10 or EC5, the estimate will usually depend upon the choice of model. For any single
set of test results, therefore, the data analyst may have to fit a large number of models, and even
then it may be difficult to decide which is best.

2.

Even if one is confident that the right model has been fitted, for small effect sizes the confidence
interval around the EC estimate will be relatively large.

3.

Precision of EC estimates depends upon the number of test concentrations and their values.
Therefore, if it is important to be able to estimate small effect concentrations, some research will
need to be carried out to determine optimum selection of test concentrations. This may need to be
done separately for each model.

4.

Choice of effect size: If EC estimation is to replace the NOEC, then for each type of endpoint in
each type of test the size of effect of interest needs to be decided upon.

5.

For Benchmark Concentrations not only do the model and the effect size need to be chosen but
also the confidence level used in estimating the confidence interval.

6.

Both threshold and hormesis models require at least one extra parameter compared with a normal
sigmoid model. This makes it more difficult to fit the model.

7.

Experience suggests that confidence intervals around NEC estimates from threshold and hormesis
models tend to be very wide. Thus before these models can be used some research into the
optimal selection and placing of doses is required.

NOTE: For references relevant to the debate between the relative merits of NOECs and
effective concentrations, see the preceding paper by Simon Pack, “A Discussion of the
NOEC/ANOVA Approach to Data Analysis”.
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ANNEX 8
Dynamic measures for ecotoxicity
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Abstract
There are three required components of dynamic models for toxic effects: toxico kinetics, effects
on a target parameter coupled to the internal concentration and the physiological component. The
Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) model, which is used to model the latter component, relates a change in a
target parameter of a particular physiological process, such as the specific costs for growth, to an output
variable, such as the cumulative number of offspring. We compare the logit/probit and the DEB-based
models conceptually and numerically and conclude that the DEB-based model is more effective as an
effect model. The DEB-based model solves the problem of estimating the No-Effect Concentration and
provides the required information to evaluate the consequences of effects on individuals for population
dynamics.

1

Introduction

In environmental risk assessments Predicted No-Effect Concentrations (PNECs), that are derived
from No-Observed Effect Concentrations (NOECs) in standard single species toxicity tests, are compared
with Predicted Environmental Concentrations (PECs), derived from production volumes, use patterns, and
transport in the environment. The purpose of the toxicity tests, together with their designs and
experimental protocols, evolved gradually towards sophistication. The analysis of the results of these
tests, however, did not catch up with these changes for a long time. This document introduces a processbased approach for the analysis of toxicity tests, which has a firm rooting in biology.
The purpose of this document is to identify the aim of toxicity tests and to present the DEBbased effect model as a method to achieve this aim. The static and the dynamic methods are compared,
conceptually and numerically. We tried to refrain from technical details in this paper and refer to
Kooijman and Bedaux (1996) for a full discussion of the DEB-based model for toxic effects. A short
introduction to the DEB-theory is given in a separate document.

∗

Background Document for the OECD Workshop on Analysis of Data from Aquatic Ecotoxicity Tests,
Braunschweig, Oct, 1996
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1.1

Aims of toxicity tests
The primary purpose of standard toxicity tests is to provide information about

•

the maximum concentration that gives no effect on a response variable (such as survival, body
growth, reproduction, population growth). This information is used to derive a level in the
environment that can be considered as ‘safe’.

•

what effects are to be expected in the environment if these levels are exceeded (a little bit)?

•

the requirement for further in-depth studies with respect to the ecotoxicity of the chemical. The
priority is high if expected levels in the environment are likely to approach or exceed the level that is
considered ‘safe’ and, in that case, the effect is likely to be substantial. The actual decision to further
research depends on financial possibilities for research and socio-economic factors in industrial
activity.

The second and third application of toxicity tests imply a quantification of effects as a function
of the concentration. They also imply an extrapolation of the effects as observed during the tests to effects
at long-term exposure and a translation to effects in the environment.

1.2

Classification of approaches

The analyses of toxicity tests can be classified into three approaches, the ANOVA method, static
methods and dynamic methods.
•

The ANOVA method aims to identify the highest tested concentration with a response that does not
deviate from the blank on the basis of a statistical procedure: the NOEC.

•

The static method quantifies effects at a standardized exposure time on the basis of concentration
response models, such as the logit, probit or Weibull model, which are all very similar. The toxic
effect is quantified by EC50 (LC50) or an ECx value for some small value of x. The method is called
static because information about the rate at which effects build up during exposure is not used. Fixed
extrapolation factors are used to predict effects at long exposure.

•

The dynamic method quantifies effects as functions of the concentration and the exposure time. The
Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB)-based model is an example of this approach. The toxic effect is
quantified by two parameters: the no-effect concentration (NEC), and the killing rate (for survival)
or the tolerance concentration (for other endpoints) as a measure of the effect if the NEC is exceeded.

2

The dynamic approach

The dynamic approach for the analysis of standard toxicity tests characterizes toxic effects with
a No-Effect Concentration (NEC), a tolerance concentration (or a killing rate in the case of effects on
survival), and an elimination rate. These parameters directly relate to long-term exposure, so no
extrapolation factor is required here. They relate to changes in processes. From these three parameters, it
is possible to calculate the static parameters, including the EC0 at the end of the test (therefore comparable
to the NOEC), as well as the full ECx-time behaviour. It is not possible to calculate the dynamic
parameters from the static ones, which shows that the dynamic parameters contain more information than
the static ones. The dynamic approach uses information about the rate at which effects build up during
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exposure. It is important to realize that static and dynamic approaches are alternative analyses for the
same toxicity tests. The approaches only differ in the type of information that is extracted from the data.
Given the choice for the analysis of the data, we can try to optimize the experimental setup of the test in
terms of efficiency. This is another issue that is beyond the scope of this paper.

2.1

The components of dynamic effect models

The three components that any dynamic model for effect should have are the kinetics, the effect
and the physiological component, which are discussed in the next subsections. The implication being that
responses are modelled as function of the concentration and exposure time. We have a response surface,
rather than a concentration response relationship. For a response such as the cumulative number of
offspring, this means that we include any delay of the start of the reproduction into the analysis.

2.1.1

Kinetics

The kinetics component links internal concentrations to external concentrations. The first order
kinetics (also called the one-compartment model) is the simplest choice. It assumes that uptake is
proportional to the external concentration and elimination is proportional to the internal concentration. If
the organism grows during exposure, dilution by growth results in a deviation from first order kinetics,
that should be taken into account. The DEB-based model takes uptake and elimination rates proportional
to the surface area, while the DEB component (see below) specifies the growth process.
Actual measurements of time profiles for the internal concentration sometimes show deviations
from first order kinetics. More-compartment models are frequently used to improve the fit, because they
have more parameters. A more detailed modelling of the various uptake rates (via water and/or food),
elimination rates (via water, reproduction and/or respiration), changes in fat content, and metabolic
transformations, is frequently more realistic than using multi-compartment models. Some chemicals are
not taken up at all, but have their effect on the outer side of the organism. Multi-compartment models
should only be used if the compartments are identified and their concentrations of toxicant measured. The
latter requirement applies to all kinetics models that are more complex than the first-order one.
Reconstructions of complex kinetics from observed effects, rather than from measured internal
concentrations, run into problems rather easily.
Since internal concentrations are not measured in standard toxicity tests, application of more
advanced models for kinetics in these toxicity tests is not feasible. The alternative to refrain from dynamic
modelling and apply an arbitrary extrapolation factor to arrive at predicted long-term effects is certainly
not a better alternative. We consider the application of a safety factor to compensate for possibly
inappropriate use of first-order kinetics to be a more promising alternative. This problem is inherent to the
use of standard toxicity tests for environmental risk assessments; an in-depth scientific study for longterm effects is the only sensible alternative. Because of the financial costs of such a study, this will only
be possible for a limited number of chemical compounds.

2.1.2

Effects

The effect component links effects on a target parameter, such as the volume-specific costs for
maintenance or growth, to the internal concentration. The linear effect model is the simplest choice: The
change in the target parameter is proportional to the internal concentration that exceeds the internal No
Effect Concentration (NEC). Translation of this concept into formulae gives the following relationships
for sublethal and lethal effects on a target parameter: if int.conc (t) >int.NEC at exposure time t:
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 int.conc(t ) − int.NEC 
parc (t ) = par0 1 +

int. tolerance conc. 

haz c (t ) = haz 0 + killing rate

int.conc(t ) − int.NEC
BCF

where BCF stands for the BioConcentration Factor (the ratio of the internal and the external concentration
after long-term exposure) and haz stands for the hazard time i.e. the instantaneous death rate. As long as
the internal concentration is less than the NEC, we have that parc=par0 and hazc=haz0. If we divide the
internal concentrations by BCF we get external concentrations. The result is for conc (t) > NEC.

conc(t ) − NEC 
parc (t ) = par0 1 +

 tolerance conc. 
hazc(t) = haz0 + killing rate (conc(t) - NEC)
where conc(t) has the dimensions of an external concentration but it is proportional to the internal one.
Note that the NEC refers to long-term exposure. The NOEC for a particular toxicity test depends on the
maximum observed exposure time t. It is therefore conceptually more or less comparable with the EC0.t,
while the NEC equals the EC0∞.
The above mentioned formulae define the killing rate and the tolerance concentration; these
parameters occur as proportionality coefficients in the description of effects. The killing rate has
dimension ‘per environmental concentration per time’ and is a measure for the toxicity of a chemical if it
exceeds the NEC; a toxicity measure that is independent of the exposure time. The tolerance
concentration has the dimension ‘environmental concentration’. The more toxic the chemical, the lower is
its value. It is essential to specify the target parameter to which the tolerance concentration relates.
Five target parameters are distinguished for effects on reproduction: two for direct and three for
indirect effects. Direct effects on reproduction are defined as effects on what happens with the investment
into reproduction, not on the size of investment itself. One mode of action increases the energetic costs of
each young, the other affects the survival of each ovum during a short sensitive period. Indirect effects on
reproduction affect the investment into reproduction, not the conversion of this investment into young.
Indirect effects increase the costs of growth or maintenance, or decrease the assimilative input. These
three indirect effects not only reduce the reproduction, but also delay the start of the reproduction.
Consistent with the five target parameters for effects on reproduction, there are three target
parameters for effects on body growth: one direct effect (the increase of the specific costs for growth),
and two indirect ones: the increase of maintenance costs and the decrease of the assimilative input.
For effects on population growth of algae, we distinguish a direct effect on cell growth (by
increasing the specific costs for growth), and two effects on survival (so the target parameter is the hazard
rate): one effect lasts during population growth and the other only operates during a very short period
after inoculation. In the latter case, effects are supposed to occur only during the transition from the
culture to the experimental conditions. The sensitivity of the cells is here supposed to relate to the cell
cycle. The overall effect is a delay of population growth, rather than a reduction. The uptake/elimination
kinetics is assumed to be fast relative to the concentration equals the product of the BCF and the external
concentration.
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The linear relationships between the internal concentration and the target parameter follow from
two arguments: effective molecules operate independently, and it is a simple approximation for small
changes in the target parameter. The improvement of goodness of fit for large changes in the target
parameter probably does not balance extra parameters. Moreover, at higher concentrations, more
physiological processes are likely to be affected simultaneously. This makes that many parameters have to
be introduced to capture large effects. We consider such approvements counter productive in standard
toxicity tests. The argument implies that if the goodness of fit of the model to the responses is less than
excellent, a higher weight should be given to responses at low concentrations.
Note that a linear relationship between the target parameter and the internal concentration, does
not imply a linear relationship between the response (i.e. output variable) and the external concentration.
These relationships work out to be sigmoid.
2.1.3

Blank physiology

For acute lethal effects we do not need a model for the blank physiology. For effects on algal
population, such a model can be very simple. For effects on body growth and reproduction, however, we
need a physiological component that links output variable(s) to the target as body length, cumulative
number of offspring, number of surviving individuals, etc. The Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) model is
the simplest choice that links all essential processes: feeding, digestion, respiration, maintenance, growth,
development, reproduction and ageing. It is introduced in a separate document. Many other models for
the uptake and use of food have been described in literature, which typically involve many parameters. A
comparative discussion of these models is beyond the scope of this paper. Since the physiological
component only relates to the ecophysiology of the test species that is involved, and not to the toxicant, its
applicability needs not to be studied for each individual toxicity test. It needs to be studied only once per
species. The physiological component in this respect differs fundamentally from the other two
components: the kinetics and the effect component.
Some chemicals, such as endocrine disrupters, might have an effect at the molecular level that
does not directly relate to the energetics of the organism, but other effects will eventually translate into
effects on the energetics; it is the choice for output variable (e.g. growth or reproduction) that directly
relates to the energetics, not the molecular mode of action of the chemical. If a chemical has neither direct
nor indirect effects on energetics, such as a chemical that only affects behaviour, it will have no effects in
toxicity tests for effects on growth or reproduction.
Effects on survival directly affect the hazard rate, which can be studied without detailed
reference to energy budgets. It is perhaps better to call the model a hazard-based model, rather than a
DEB-based one; the rich structure of the DEB model only comes into play for effects on growth and,
especially, reproduction. The fact that changes in the hazard rate by toxicants beautifully link up with the
effect of the ageing process in the DEB model, can be considered as a happy coincidence that has little
relevance for most standard toxicity tests. It becomes more relevant if the length of the toxicity test is not
short with respect to the life span of the test organism. Evaluation of the consequences of effects on
survival for population dynamics does involve the complete structure of the DEB model.
Effects on the population growth rate for dividing organisms such as algae only involve certain
simple aspects of the DEB model, as is explained in Kooijman (1993). This is because the surface
area/volume ratio only changes within a very restricted range during the cell cycle. This does not hold for
animals such as water fleas and fish.
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3.

Examples of application of the DEB-based model

Examples of the application of the dynamic approach for toxicity tests for effects on survival,
body growth, reproduction and population growth are given in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4. All figures are
composed from output files of the software package DEBtox, as provided in Kooijman & Bedaux (1996).
It fits the response surface to all available data simultaneously, so the different curves in the concentration
and exposure time profiles are linked and are not fitted independently.
Since the use of profile ln likelihood functions for the identifications of confidence intervals
(here for the NEC) is not standard (probably because of the substantial amount of calculations a
confidence level is first selected on the horizontal axis in the left panel; the threshold value for the ln
likelihood function is then read off on the vertical axis, and the graph in the right panel is (mentally)
intersected at this level. The intersection points represent the boundaries of the appropriate confidence
interval. More than one confidence interval might result, because the ln likelihood function for the NEC
can deviate substantially from a simple parabola, which is the shape that it should have if the large-sample
theory for parameter estimation would apply. This is why this way of obtaining confidence sets is much
more reliable than making use of the Asymptotic Standard Deviation (ASD, given in the parameter tables).
The profile ln likelihood functions for the NEC in the toxicity tests on fish body growth and algae
population growth are close to the expected parabola in these examples. DEBtox can also produce the
numerical values of the interval estimates. Note that, generally, the NEC cannot easily be guessed from
the concentration profiles, because this threshold corresponds with the EC0.t, while we have that NEC =
EC0.∞.
The confidence intervals for the NEC in Figure 3 are not small. The main reason is in the
uncertainty about the value of the elimination rate. If other information about this rate could be supplied
(for instance from direct measurements, comparison with other toxicity tests or Quantitative Structure
Activity Relationships), the confidence interval for the NEC can be reduced substantially.
DEBtox can also be used to test parameter values statistically and to extract all kinds of
information about the effect surface, such as ECx values. This is not illustrated here.

4.

Dynamic versus static approaches

4.1

Toxicity comparisons

Apart form comparing different models for the same data, we can and should compare data from
different toxicity tests (different species of test organisms, different test chemicals, different endpoints).
These comparisons yield some arguments that play a role in the comparison of the different models to the
same data, and are, therefore, presented first.
4.1.1

Solubility in fat

The solubility in fat is a physical chemical property that is very relevant to the toxicity of a
chemical. The linear effect model (i.e. the effect component of the DEB-based model), assumes that
effective molecules operate independently. Since the ultimate number of molecules in an organism is
directly proportional to the octanol/water partition coefficient, Pow, the tolerance concentration and the
−1
NEC should be proportional to P ow
and the killing rate to Pow.. The latter relationship directly follows
from the argument that the inverse of the killing rate is proportional to a tolerance concentration, as is
obvious from the dimensions of the killing rate.
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The symmetry argument states that the uptake flux depends on Pow in the same way as the
−1
elimination flux depends on Pwo; while Pwo = P ow
. This argument directly results in the expectation that
the uptake rate is proportional to Pow and the elimination rate is proportional to 1/ Pow . The logic is
easily seen when we realize that the BCF equals the ratio of the uptake and the elimination rate, while it is
proportional with Pow.
The strength of these simple relationships becomes obvious if we have the results of a toxicity
test with a chemical with a Pow of P1 available and wonder about the toxicity of another test chemical with
a Pow of P2. The relationships tell us to multiply the elimination rate with P1 / P 2 , and the NEC and
tolerance concentration with P1P2. These three statistics define the complete ECx.time behaviour of the
second chemical. These expectations can help a lot in choosing the concentrations that are to be used in a
toxicity test for the second chemical. This increase in efficiency helps to reduce the financial costs of a
toxicity test.
Figure 5 presents the NEC, killing rate and elimination rate as functions of the octanol/water
partition coefficients for alkyl benzenes. The theoretical predictions seem to apply, but the scatter,
particularly for the elimination rate, is substantial. The simplicity of the relationships of the DEB-based
model parameters with the Pow also helps to detect patterns in toxicity, comparing many test chemicals.
The EC50 of the logit model depends on the Pow in a much more complex way, due to the fact
that it depends on the standardized exposure time. Chemicals with a sufficiently small Pow reveal their
toxic properties fully during the toxicity test, but chemicals with a large Pow do not and the apparent
toxicity will increase if the test would be extended. This can be understood on the basis of the relationship
between the elimination rate and the Pow as mentioned above. The same problem applies to the NOEC.
The allometric model EC50=a(Pow)b is usually fitted, but it is only based on empirical arguments.
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.

Figure 1: Effects of PCP on the survival of the fathead minnow Pimephales promelas. The profile ln
likelihood function for the NEC, given in the graph on the left, has a non-typical shape, because DEBtox
used few evaluation points. The reason is that the confidence interval of the NEC is here very small with
respect to its value.
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Figure: 2: Effects of DCA on the body growth of the rainbow trout Oncorhynchus mykiss. Data from the
OECD ring test 1988/9. The costs for maintenance has been selected as target parameter. The profile ln
likelihood function for the NEC, given in the graph on the left, is close to its large sample shape: the
parabola.
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Figure 3: Effects of phenol on the reproduction of the water flea Daphnia magna. Data from the OECD
ring test 1994/5. The costs for growth have been selected as target parameters. The little "teeth" in the
profile ln likelihood function for the NEC, given in the graph on the left, are artifacts that resulted from
numerical integrations to obtain the reproductive output. They are not typical; their occurrence depends
on parameter values.
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Figure 4: Effects of K2Cr2O7 on the population growth rate of Skeletonema costatum. Data from the ISO
ring test. The costs for growth has been selected as target parameter. The profile ln likelihood function
for the NEC, given in the graph on the left, is close to its large sample shape: the parabola.
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Figure 5: NEC, killing rate and elimination rate of alkyl benzenes as a function of the octanol/water
partition coefficient. The nitro benzenes have been excluded. The slopes of the lines, i.e. -1, 1 and -0.5,
respectively, follow from simple theoretical considerations. The data are from the 4d toxicity tests on
survival of the fathead minnow, as presented in Geiger et al 1985-1990. The partition coefficients were
obtained from Richardson & Gangolli or calculated according to Rekker 1977.

Figure 6: The elimination rate of alkyl benzenes as
a function of the octanol/water partition coefficient
for juvenile Daphnia pulex with a body length of
1mm (l) and for adult ones of 3mm (¡). The lines
correspond
with
the
elimination
rate
-1
-1
= 392 / Pow d for juveniles and 124/ Pow d for
adults. The ratio between these elimination rates,
i.e. 3.17, corresponds well with the ratio of the
body lengths, as expected from simple theoretical
considerations. The data are from the 2d toxicity
tests on survival, as presented in Hawker & Connell
1985.
4.1.2

Size of the organism

The EC50 and NOEC not only relate in a more complex way to the solubility in fat, compared to
the dynamic parameters, but also to the body size of the test organism, by exactly the same argument. The
larger the test organism, the longer it takes for effects to build up. This means that the LC50s for daphnia
and fish are difficult to compare. The comparison of the parameters of the DEB-based model is easy,
because the NEC and the killing rate (or tolerance concentration) do not depend on body size. The
elimination rate is inversely proportional to a volumetric length, on the assumption that the exchange rate
between organism and environment are proportional to the surface area of the organism. It is the only
parameter that depends on body size. Figure 6 illustrates that these simple considerations make sense.

4.2

Comparisons on the basis of parameters

The logit model has three parameters: the blank response, the EC50 (LC50) and the slope. The
NOEC is inconsistent with the logit model. Nonetheless it is frequently presented with the logit
parameters in practice. It can be viewed as a fourth parameter which is ‘estimated’ in a rather odd way.
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(It can take a very limited number of values and its estimation procedure has regrettable properties.) An
extrapolation factor is used (except in population growth tests) to extrapolate to ultimate effects. This
factor counts as a fixed parameter. The problem with this ‘parameter’ is that it relates to toxic effects,
rather than to responses in the blank, which implies that it should not be the same for all chemicals.

The DEB-based model has four parameters; a blank response, a NEC, a tolerance concentration
(or killing rate) and an elimination rate. In addition to this, for growth and reproduction tests only, it has
three or four, respectively, parameters that are not estimated from the data. All these fixed parameters
refer to details in the description of what happens in the blank. The blank response in the test does not
provide the proper information for the fixed parameters. These parameters are
• scaled length at birth, i.e. the length at birth as a fraction of the maximum length in the blank, if the test
would continue in time. This parameter applies to the toxicity test for reproduction. That for body
growth uses a related parameter: the actual length at the start of the experiment. Although this fixed
parameter can be treated as a free parameter, DEBtox treats it as a fixed one, because the size at the
start of the experiment is frequently not measured in the case of early life stage tests.
• scaled length at puberty, i.e. the length at puberty as a fraction of the maximum length in the blank, if
the test would continue in time. This parameter only applies to reproduction. Puberty is defined as the
moment at which allocation to reproduction starts, which is somewhat earlier than the moment of first
reproduction.
• energy investment ratio is a dimensionless parameter with a rather complex interpretation, which is
described in the separate document. Realistic values for animals such as daphnia and fish are around 1.
Numerical studies indicate that variations around this value have very little effect on the toxicity
parameters.
• von Bertalanffy growth rate, with dimension time-1. The value of this parameter is more important than
of the previous one, but it can be measured easily and is known for hundreds of species.
The fixed parameters depend on the species, or even the strain, the culture conditions and details
of the experimental protocol. If a particular laboratory has standardized its experimental protocol, these
parameters need to be tuned only once, and not for each test. Part of the differences of toxicity results
among laboratoria can be attributed to differences in fixed parameters. Good estimates can be given for
the standard choices of species on the basis of existing ecophysiological data (Kooijman and Bedaux
1996).
The elimination rate in the DEB-based model stands for the rate at which effects build up during
exposure. Its conceptual role is more or less comparable with the extrapolation factor in the static
approach, but differs in a statistical sense. It is an ordinary model parameter, for which point-estimates as
well as interval-estimates are available.
The slope parameter and the EC50 in the logistic model together play the same role as the
tolerance concentration in the DEB-based model.
We can conclude that the DEB-based model has less parameters that are to be estimated from the
results of the toxicity test than the logit model plus NOEC. On the basis of this measure for the
complexity of a model, the simplest dynamic model is, therefore, simpler than the static one for all four
toxicity tests.
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4.3

Numerical comparisons

In this section we present numerical comparisons between the DEB-based model and the logit
model plus the NOEC. Since the logit model only uses the response at the end of the experiment (apart
from the algal growth inhibition test), we restrict the comparisons to ECx values for that exposure time.
We compare the NOEC with the DEB-based EC0 for that exposure time, and not with the NEC, because
the NEC relates to long-term exposure. The aim of this section is to compare statistics that are familiar to
users of the static approach, not to show the potential of the dynamic one.
All calculations for the DEB-based model have been done with the software package DEBtox, as
provided in Kooijman & Bedaux (1996). All calculations are based on nominal concentrations, except for
the survival analyses, which are based on measured concentrations.
We fitted models for different modes of action of the compounds (i.e. target parameters) and
noted that the differences in goodness of fit were generally small, and resulted in very similar values for
the NEC.

Effects on survival

Figure 7: LCx.4d comparisons for the logit and the DEB-based model
for fathead minnows. The DEB-based EC0 is plotted against the
NOEC in the bottom-right graph. The bars indicate the estimated
standard deviations. The 121 data sets are from Brooke et al 1984
and Geiger et al 1985, 1986, 1988, 1990).

4.3.1

Survival experiments

Figure 7 compares the LCx4d values for fathead minnows on the basis of the logit and the DEB-based
model for many different chemicals. The logit parameters have been estimated according to the maximum
likelihood method, as described in Kooijman 1981. We can conclude that the LC50 and LC20 values are
very similar for both models, but the LC5 values for the DEB-based model tends to be higher than that of
the logit model. This is to be expected, because LCx →0 for x →0 for the logit model, but LC0.4d > NEC
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for the DEB-based model. The fact that the LCx values of the logit and DEB-based models correlate well
is not surprising, because both models are fitted to the same data; very toxic chemicals result in low LCx
values with both methods.

Effects on body growth
Figure 8: The EC0.28d for the DEB-based model
for effects of DCA on the body growth of the
rainbow trout is plotted against the NOEC on the
basis of the Williams test for 11 toxicity tests of the
OECD ringtest 1988. Effects on growth via effects
on maintenance costs turned out to be the best
fitting DEB-based model.

4.3.2

Body growth experiments

We used the data from the final ring test, organised by the OECD in 1988, with 3,4dichloroaniline (DCA), for the rainbow trout Oncorhynchus mykiss. Since the volumetric lengths (i.e. the
cubic root of weights) at the end of the toxicity tests differed little from those at the start, an analysis in
terms of ECx values for the logit model is less appropriate: the EC50 would far exceed the highest tested
concentration and the results would be most unreliable. We only present the results of the comparison of
the NOEC with the EC0.28d in Figure 8.
The NOECs were identified on the basis of the test by Williams (Williams 1972), using a
significance level of 5%. There were 16 individuals for each concentration of DCA.
The DEB-based model for effects on maintenance fitted best, although the differences in
goodness of fit with the models for effects on growth and assimilation were usually small. The fixed
parameters have been set at: initial length = mean initial length, energy investment ratio = 1, von
Bertalanffy growth rate = 0.01 d-1.
4.3.3.

Reproduction experiments

We used the data from the final ring test, organised by the OECD in 1994/5, with 3,4dichloroaniline (DCA), cadmium chloride and phenol. See Figures 9 and 10.
The NOEC values for these data were taken from Anonymous (1995), as listed for the case that
the reproduction of females that die during the test are excluded.
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The logit model has been fitted with SYSTAT version 5.02 using non-linear regression on the
number of juveniles per adult for individuals that did not die in 21 days. The ECx values, and their
standard deviations have been obtained via reparametrization of the logit model.
The data from DEBtox represent the cumulated total reproduction per living female, including
all observation times. The reproduction of a female that died during the test has been included. No delay
of reproduction could be observed for cadmium, and we selected the model for effects on the hazard of the
ovum as the best fitting model for direct effects on reproduction. This model is rather similar to the other
direct effect model, i.e. effect on costs per young. Where difference in goodness of fit for both models
was relatively large (but still small absolutely), the hazard model fitted best. Some delay of reproduction
could be observed for DCA and phenol, and we selected the model for effects on the growth costs as the
best fitting model for indirect effects on reproduction. Since no data on the size of the adults are available,
we could not test the predicted effects on growth. The fixed parameters have been set to the default
settings of DEBtox: i.e. scaled length at birth = 0.13, scaled length at puberty = 0.42, energy investment
ratio = 1, von Bertalanffy growth rate = 0.1 d-1.
The growth model (or hazard model respectively) could be fitted to all data sets without
problems, using DEBtox. The NECs and tolerance concentrations for data sets without effect of the
toxicant were large with huge standard errors, as could be expected. We did not include data sets into the
comparisons where the EC50.21d was much larger than the highest tested concentration.
Figures 9 and 10a-b represent the comparisons of the ECx values and the NOECs for the
chemicals DCA, cadmium and phenol. The ECx values are quite comparable for both models if x > 5.
The standard deviations of the ECx values of the logit model tend to be somewhat larger than for the DEBbased model. The EC1 values of the logit model tend to be lower than that of the DEB-based one. This
can be expected, because the ECx → 0 if x → 0 for the logit model, while EC0 > NEC for the DEB-based
model. We also see that the scatter in the NOECs is larger than the scatter in the EC0s for two of the three
chemicals.
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Effects of DCA on Daphnia reproduction

Figure 9: ECx.21d comparisons for the logit and the DEB-based model for the Daphnia reproduction test
on DCA. The DEB-based EC0.21d is plotted against the NOEC. The bars indicate the estimated standard
deviations. The data sets are from the final ring test of the OECD 1994/5. Four NOECs could not be
obtained, and have been set to zero in the graph.
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Effects of Cadmium on Daphnia Reproduction

Figure 10a: ECx.21d comparisons for the logit and the DEB-based model for the Daphnia reproduction
test on cadmium. The DEB-based ECO.21d is plotted against the NOEC. The bars indicate the estimated
standard deviations. The data sets are from the final ring test of the OECD 1994/5.
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Effects of phenol on Daphnia reproduction

Figure 10b: ECx.21d comparisons for the logit and the DEB-based model for the Daphnia reproduction
test on phenol. The DEB-based EC0.21d is plotted against the NOEC. The bars indicate the estimated
standard deviations. The data sets are from the final ring test of the OECD 1994/5.
4.3.4

Population growth experiments

We analysed the data on the effects of 3,5 dichloro-phenol (DCP) and potassium dichromate
from the ISO ring test with the diatoms Skeletonema costatum and Phaeodactylum tricornutum (marine
algal growth inhibition test, ISO 10253, Geneva 1995).
The logit model was fitted to the data using non-linear regression, as described in Kooijman et al
(1983), where the population growth rate decreases logistically with the concentration of test chemical.
The standard deviations of the ECx values were obtained from those of the EC50, the slope and the
covariance of both parameters, on the basis of the formulae presented in Kooijman and Bedaux (1996).
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The DEB-based model for effects on growth costs fitted best for dichromate, while that for
effects on the hazard rate fitted best for DCP. Since the DEB-based model assumes that toxicant kinetics
is fast with respect to population growth, we have that EC0 = NEC.
Figures 11a-b compare the ECx values and the NOECs. The two data sets for dichromate, where
the EC50 and the EC20 are small for the logit model and large for the DEB-based one, have already been
indicated by Hanstveit (1991) as outliers. For DCP we have the opposite situation: two data sets for
which the EC50 is large for the logit model and small for the DEB-based one. We see that the logit model
has relatively small standard deviations for the EC50, but they rapidly become larger for the smaller effect
levels to the extent that they become meaningless in quite a few data sets.
No proper NOEC could be identified in 4 of the 12 data sets for DCP and 6 of the 15 data sets
for dichromate. These values have been set to zero in the graphs. The NEC was estimated to be zero in 1
data set for DCP and 1 for dichromate.
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Effects of DCP on algal growth

Figure 11a: ECx comparisons for the logit and the DEB-based model for the alga growth inhibition test on
DCP. The DEB-based is plotted against the NOEC in the bottom-right graph. The bars indicate the
estimated standard deviations. The data sets are from ISO ring tests.
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Effects of Dichromate on algal growth

Figure 11b: ECx comparisons for the logit and the DEB-based model for the alga growth inhibition test on
dichromate. The DEB-based is plotted against the NOEC in the bottom-right graph. The bars indicate the
estimated standard deviations. The data sets are from ISO ring tests.
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4.4

Advantages of the dynamic approach

• The DEB-based model allows the estimation of the NEC, which has good statistical properties,
including an interval estimate.
• The dynamic approach needs no extrapolation factor to arrive at long-term effects. The elimination
rate plays this role.
• The comparison of results of different toxicity tests is easy on the basis of the DEB-based model,
because (i) its parameters are independent of the exposure time, (ii) it gives simpler QSARs and (iii)
simpler relationships with the body size of the test animals.
• The static parameters (ECx values) can be obtained from dynamic ones, but not vice versa, which
illustrates that the dynamic approach extracts more information from the same toxicity data.
• The dynamic approach uses all available data, while the static approach uses only the data at the end of
the exposure. It has less parameters that are to be estimated from the data than the static approach.
• Additional information, such as the elimination rate, derived from toxico-kinetic data, can readily be
used in the dynamic approach.
• The effects of repeated exposures and of pulse exposures can be evaluated readily, because of the
dynamic properties of the DEB-based model.
• The toxicity of mixtures of compounds can readily be evaluated, including interactions between
different compounds, due to the linearity of effect component of the DEB-based model.
• The effects of mutagenic compounds and ionogenic radiation can be quantified via effects on the target
parameter ‘ageing acceleration’ (see separate document).
• Environmental risk assessment concerns effects of toxicants on ‘natural’ populations, not on
individuals in a laboratory. To evaluate the consequences of toxic effects on individuals for population
dynamics, we have to know how survival and reproduction change during the lifetime of an organism.
This requires a dynamic approach.
• The DEB-based model is mechanistic, based on biological ideas. It allows a series of models from
simple (routine testing) to complex (research) by changing the kinetics component.

4.5

Disadvantages of the dynamic approach

• The dynamic approach requires rather advanced numerical techniques for statistical evaluations. This
problem is solved by the software package DEBtox.
• The blank component in the dynamic approach is more complex than in the static approach and
involves biological knowledge. This knowledge also must be used in the application of the toxicity
results in environmental risk assessment. Fixed parameters for the blank response reflect this
biological realism. Supplementary eco-physiological data are required for each species of test
organism to determine the values. These data are available for the species that are frequently used, and
appropriate values for the fixed parameters are known.
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• The different modes of action of the various compounds relate to different target parameters, which
hampers the comparison of the toxicity of such compounds to some extent. The proper identification
of the mode of action is not always feasible with the present experimental design. Additional
observations, such as body length at the end of the daphnia reproduction experiment and/or the
measurement of the feeding rate, would help substantially. Numerical results indicate that the proper
identification of the mode of action is not essential for a reliable estimation of the NEC.
• The dynamic approach does make assumptions about the effects, assumptions that can be wrong. One
should realize, however, that every approach is based on assumptions. The use of a fixed extrapolation
factor to transform the estimated toxicity into a long-term toxicity in the static approach, for instance,
assumes that this factor is the same for all compounds. The assumptions are more explicit and more
realistic in the dynamic approach.
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ANNEX 9
The Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) model
S.A.L.M. Kooijman, 12 Sept 96
This short note introduces the Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) model which specifies the rules
for uptake and use of food for ectothermic (‘cold-blooded’) animals. The term ‘Dynamic’ refers to the
change of the energy budget during the life history of an animal, see Figure 1. Three stages are
distinguished: the embryo (which does not eat), the juvenile (which eats, but does not reproduce) and the
adult (which eats and reproduces). With minor modifications, the model also applies to endothermic
(``warm-blooded'') animals and unicellulars (including bacteria) that are limited in growth by a single
resource.
The diagram in Figure 2 presents the fluxes of energy through an animal, as conceived in the
DEB model. Energy is extracted from food and added to the reserves, i.e. a combination of carbohydrates,
lipids and proteins. Energy in the reserves is used for four destinations, which can be combined into two
groups of two: growth (i.e. increase in structural biomass, mainly in the form of proteins) plus somatic
maintenance (including activity, protein turnover, etc.) and maturation (i.e. development, the increase in
the state of maturity) plus maturity maintenance (i.e. maintaining the acquired state of maturity). Adults
do not longer invest into maturation, but into reproduction. The various destinations only compete within
each group. So, the animal ceases growth when the energy allocated to growth plus somatic maintenance
is fully required for somatic maintenance. Under these conditions, it can continue to reproduce (if it is an
adult), because reproduction is not in the same group of destinations. Likewise, reproduction ceases when
the energy allocation to reproduction plus maturity maintenance is fully required for maturity
maintenance.
The rules, presented as axioms in Table 1 quantify the fluxes that are shown in Figure 2. Each of
these axioms can be justified mechanistically, and has been tested against experimental data for a wide
variety of species. These simple rules have a myriad of implications for suborganismal organisation and
population dynamics. For instance, the energy costs of an egg and its incubation time follow directly from
these rules. Although the rules define energy fluxes, all mass fluxes, including respiration (i.e. oxygen use
or
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Figure 1:
Dynamic Energy Budget theory
quantifies the energetics as it changes during life
history. The key processes are feeding, digestion,
storage, maintenance, growth, development,
reproduction and ageing. Dividing organisms,
such as microbes, are included by conceiving
them as juveniles.
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Figure 2:
Energy fluxes through an animal:
I ingestion (uptake), F defecation, A assimilation, C
catabolic, Ms somatic maintenance, Mm maturity
maintenance, Mh heating (endotherms), Gs somatic
growth, Gm maturation, R reproduction. The rounded
boxes indicate sources or sinks. All fluxes contribute
a bit to dissipating heat, but this is not indicated in
order to simplify the diagram.

R
Gm

(ammonia, urine) also follow from these rules, via the conservation law for mass. The rules give an
explanation for the observed increase in respiration coupled to the feeding process (this previously poorly
understood phenomenon is called the ‘specific dynamic action’). It can be shown that the rules provide a
theoretical basis for the widely applied method of indirect calorimetry, where measurements of oxygen
use, carbon dioxide production and nitrogen waste are used to obtain the flux of dissipating heat.
The DEB model specifies the uptake and use of food by an animal as a dynamic system with
three state variables (volume of structural biomass, amount of reserves and cumulated damage) and 11
parameters:
Lb
{Im}
[M]
K

length at birth
max. spec. ingestion rate
spec. somatic maint. costs
somatic maint. + growth costs
catabolic energy

Lp
{Am}
[G]
q

length at puberty
max. spec. assim. rate
spec. growth costs

K
saturation constant
Pa ageing acceleration
[Em] max. spec. reserves

overhead costs of reprod.

Although the number of parameters might seem large, it is in fact extremely small in view of the
number of processes hat are specified. Only a small selection of these parameters is involved in the
description of any particular measured variable. If we evaluate the expression for size as a function of
age, for instance, we know beforehand that parameters with energy in their dimensions will occur only as
ratios, such that the dimension energy drops out. This is because energy is not involved directly in size
measurements. We need to know the value of a parameter that has energy in its dimensions only if we
want to describe energies.
Three compound parameters frequently appear in expressions for physiological quantities (cf
-1
Figure 3): the maintenance rate constant, m =[M]/[G] (dimension: time );the energy conductance,
-1
v = {Am}/[Em] (dimension: length time ); the energy investment ratio, g = [G]/K[Em] (dimension: none).
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Figure 3 presents the feeding-at-length, respiration-at-length, growth-at-age and reproduction-atage of the waterflea Daphnia magna for the situation of constant food density and temperature. This
species, like most other species of animal, hardly changes its shape during growth, which implies that its
surface area is proportional to the squared volumetric length and its volume to the cubed length. The four
relationships in Figure 4 cover the major processes of uptake and use of food. The expressions, which
follow from the set of rules of Table 1, show how the (compound) parameters in the description of these
relationships depend on the feeding conditions. The scaled functional response f (defined as the ratio of
the ingestion rate and the maximum one for an animal of that size) is under experimental control. Lengthat-age turns out to follow the von Bertalanffy growth curve. By choosing different feeding levels, the von
Bertalanffy growth rate (which is a compound parameter) and the ultimate length (another compound
parameter) change in a particular way. This information can be used to estimate the compound parameters
(m, v and g) that are involved. These compound parameters can also be estimated from data such as the
specific rate of weight decrease during starvation, respiration ontogeny during the embryonic period and
survival probability-at-age.
The most far reaching and spectacular implications of the rules are the inter-specific body-sizescaling relationships. These relationships give trends in parameter values as they covary over different
species (bacteria to whales). The 11 parameters can be classified in two groups. One group of parameters
does not depend on body size, while the other group does depend on body size in a simple and predictable
way: these parameters are proportional to the volumetric length, i.e. the cubic root of the body volume.
Deviations of parameter values from these trends reflect ecophysiological adaptations of that species. All
physiological variables that can be written as functions of the parameters can, for this reason, also be
written as functions of (maximum) body size. Many of these functions have been worked out, tested
against data and found to be realistic. Among them is the respiration rate, which turns out to be a
weighted sum of squared and cubic (volumetric) length. This is very similar to empirical relationships,
that indicate that respiration is approximately proportional to body mass to the power 0.75. The DEB
model solves the long standing problem of understanding this empirical relationship.
The intra-specific body-size-scaling relationships (where we have just one set of parameters to
describe the processes of food uptake and use) are fundamentally different from inter-specific body-sizescaling relationships (where we have ‘sloppy’ trends in parameter values among species). Hence, the fact
that respiration, as it increases during the growth of an individual, turns out to be a weighted sum of
squared and cubic length, just like for inter-specific comparisons, is merely coincidence. The volumespecific respiration decreases with body volume during life, because of the decreasing investment into
growth.
A full description of the theory can be found in: Kooijman, S.A.L.M. 1993. Dynamic Energy
Budgets in Biological Systems. Theory and applications in ecotoxicology. Cambridge University Press,
ISBN 0-521-45223-6, 350 pp.
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Table 1: Key assumptions of the DEB model that specify a dynamical system with the state
variables structural body mass, reserves and cumulated damage.
• If the investment into maturation exceeds a given threshold value, the organism changes its stage, i.e. it
switches from the embryonic stage to the juvenile stage by initiating the feeding process, or from the
juvenile stage to the adult stage by ceasing maturation and initiating the production of gametes (eggs,
sperm).
• Food uptake is proportional to surface area and depends hyperbolically on food density (i.e. Holling
type II functional response).
• The specific reserve dynamics is first order, with a rate that is inversely proportional to the volumetric
length.
• The allocation to somatic maintenance plus growth (i.e. increase in structural biomass) is a fixed
fraction of the energy drain from the reserves, which further includes maturity maintenance plus
maturation or reproduction. This rule is called the K rule.
• Homeostasis of structural biomass and reserves, i.e. their chemical composition does not change,
despite changes in the chemical composition of the environment. Since the amount of reserves can
change relative to the structural biomass, certain changes in the chemical composition of the individual
as a whole are possible. The homeostasis assumption implies that the following items are constant.
food-energy conversion, although it depends on the type of food;
volume-specific maintenance costs (both somatic and maturity);
volume-specific growth costs.
• The hazard rate is proportional to the accumulated damage.
the damage production is proportional to the changed DNA;
the DNA change is proportional to the use of oxygen.
• The initial conditions are given by
the initial structural biomass is negligibly small;
the reserve density at birth equals that of mother at egg laying;
the initial damage is negligibly small.
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Figure 3: Investment into maturation and the K-rule for allocation of energy from reserves solves the
following puzzle: Daphnia magna starts to reproduce upon exceeding 2.5 mm body length. Reproduction
takes about 80% of the budget. Where does this energy come from? Ingestion or respiration is not rapidly
increased at this size, nor is growth reduced. The rules in Table 1 imply the expressions presented above
the graphs, where L stands for body length, a for age, and the compound parameters are given in the text.
Ingestion ∝ fL

Growth:
γ=

2

2

Respiration ∝ vL

d
L =ϒ (L∞ - L)
dt

mg
3( f + g)

L∞ =

2

+ mL3
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Reproduction α vL + mL - (1 + g/f)mL
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Summary
OECD aquatic toxicology Test Guidelines are reviewed with regard to the advice given on
experimental design and data analysis. The aims are:
(1) to review existing Guidelines with a view to improving the test design and data analysis in individual
Guidelines where necessary.
(2) to harmonise data analysis, as far as possible, across Guidelines.
(3) to make general recommendations about the use of statistics, taking into account recent trends in the
scientific literature.
It is concluded that experimental design recommendations may be too restrictive in some
circumstances. Furthermore, it is felt that too little help and guidance is given on the data analysis.
There is debate in the scientific literature about the use of the no-observed-effect-concentration
(NOEC). After considering the issues it is concluded that the NOEC is not the preferred summary
measure of toxic effect. It is recommended that EC point estimation (i.e. percentiles of the concentrationresponse curve) should become the preferred option.
The design and analysis of an experiment are closely linked. A move away from NOECs to EC
point estimation may lead to a reduction in the costs of experiments in situations where the experimenter
has some reasonable prior estimate of the concentration-response curve. This is because such information
can be used to derive designs that may involve fewer concentrations or employ less replication than
presently recommended in the Guidelines.
The main recommendations of this report are:
(1)

That EC point estimation should be considered as the preferred type of analysis.

(2)

That Member countries should consider extending their network of experts to include a list of
statistical experts to assist in the development of current and future Guidelines.

(3)

That OECD should promote the development of a handbook of statistical methods and computer
software to assist in the test design and data analysis for the aquatic toxicology Guidelines.
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1.

Introduction

There is an increasing awareness in society of the need to protect the environment. The role of
science is to provide decision makers with reliable information on the impact of man's activities.
The aquatic environment is one of the major areas of concern since many chemicals and waste
materials may ultimately find their way into water courses. Furthermore, aquatic life is often very
sensitive to pollution and damage here can have important consequences for major food chains.
To provide a framework for assessing the toxic effects of chemicals on aquatic organisms,
national and international authorities are continuing to develop testing guidelines. These aim to provide a
basis for the production of quantitative data using standardised procedures. These have been successful,
in particular, in raising the quality and consistency of industrial product registration submissions to
regulatory authorities.
Ecotoxicology has developed rapidly since the early 1970s when the first testing guidelines were
developed and now there is considerable experience in performing the tests and in the production of new
guidelines.
Statistics has a major role to play in every guideline since the experimental design, data analysis
and interpretation of results are central to the conduct of an experiment. The aim of statistics is to help to
produce results that are of sufficient quality in the most cost-effective way.
Recently the OECD Test Guideline National Co-ordinators recognised a growing interest within
Member countries and the scientific community in issues relating to the use of statistics in Test
Guidelines. Aquatic toxicology was identified as the first area to be reviewed with respect to test design
and guidance on data analysis. The OECD Environment Directorate approached Shell Research Ltd to
carry out a review.
This report presents the findings of that review. The aims are:
(1)

to review existing Guidelines with a view to improving the test design and data analysis in
individual Guidelines where necessary.

(2)

to harmonise data analysis, as far as possible, across Guidelines.

(3)

to make general recommendations about the use of statistics, taking into account recent trends in
the scientific literature.

The review is basically in three parts. The first part summarises the statistical guidance given in
current and draft Guidelines. The second part looks at the scientific literature and discusses the
advantages and disadvantages of proposed approaches. The final part gives general recommendations on
how the various issues highlighted might be tackled.

2.

Review of the Guidelines

The Guidelines reviewed for this report were those either already adopted or in advanced stages
of development.
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201 : Alga, Growth Inhibition Test (adopted 7th June 1984).
202 : Daphnia, Acute Immobilisation Test and Reproduction Test.
Part I - The 24h EC50 Acute Immobilisation Test (adopted 4th April 1984).
Part II - The Reproduction Test (draft June 1993).
203 : Fish, Acute Toxicity Test (adopted 17th July 1992).
204 : Fish, Prolonged Toxicity Test: 14-day Study (adopted 4th April 1984).
210 : Fish, Early-life Stage Toxicity Test (adopted 17th July 1992).
*** : Fish, Toxicity Test on Egg and Sac-fry Stages (draft March 1992).
*** : Fish, Juvenile Growth Test - 28 days (draft March 1992).
For each of the above a brief summary is given covering only the test design, data analysis and
reporting advice contained in the Guideline.
Specific comments are then made for each Guideline. There were many common points that
emerged from comparing the Guidelines and these are collected together in section 2.7.
The Guidelines on the Fish Early-life Stage Toxicity Test and the Egg and Sac-fry Stages Test
contain virtually identical statistical guidance and have been combined to avoid duplication.

2.1

Test Guideline 201: Alga, Growth Inhibition Test
Design

At least 5 test concentrations are suggested, the range chosen on the basis of a range-finding
experiment. The concentrations should be in a geometric series with the lowest chosen to have no
observed effect and the highest chosen to inhibit growth by at least 50% and preferably stopping growth
altogether. Three replicates are recommended per concentration with 6 replicates for the control. Cell
concentrations should be determined at least at 24, 48 and 72 hours.
Analysis
Mean cell concentrations should be plotted against time to produce growth curves for each
concentration of the test chemical. Two options are currently available.
(1)

Calculate the area under the growth curve and express as a percentage inhibition relative to
control. Plot these percentages on semi-log or semi-probit paper against concentration. Fit a line
by eye or ‘when a log-normal distribution can be assumed, a computed regression line may be
drawn’. Read the EC50 from the graph using the plotted line. The EC50 can be derived for
different periods of time (i.e. using only part of the data).

(2)

Calculate specific growth rates from the slope of the regression line of log(cell concentration)
against time. Either use only the first and last times or all time points. Plot the percentage
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reduction relative to control against log(test concentration). Read the EC50 from the graph. The
EC50 can be derived for different time periods.
There is a statement that the EC50s derived from (1) and (2) are ‘not numerically comparable’.
Reporting
Raw data plus graphs. The EC values and NOEC should be reported for each time-point. The
methods of calculation must be given.
Comments
(1)

The calculation methods (1) and (2) are equal options i.e. no preference is expressed. If they do
describe different aspects of the test then both are important. However, the Guideline does not
give any help with interpretation. It would seem that they might just be variations of one
principle. To avoid confusion and to simplify the data analysis it might be advisable to
recommend only one.

(2)

References are made to other guidelines but the text generally gives no guidance on the
application or interpretation of statistical methods or on the experimental design.

(3)

There is an unnecessary requirement that the lowest and highest concentrations must produce
specified levels of effect (no effect and very large effects respectively). An experiment could
yield a precise estimate of the EC50 yet not satisfy these criteria. Such a restriction could
therefore be usefully omitted.

(4)

The recommendation of geometric concentration spacing may be somewhat restrictive. If the
recommended range-finding experiment is able to locate the region of the EC50 with a measure
of certainty, then a different experimental design may be used to advantage. Possibly fewer than
five concentrations could be required too.

(5)

The recommendation that the controls have double the replication of the test concentrations is
only an advantage for analyses aimed at determining the NOEC. For EC50 estimation better use
may be made of resources by having an extra concentration (see (4) above though).

(6)

There is no requirement for a confidence interval for the EC50. This is an unfortunate omission,
although deriving one from the suggested graphical analyses would be very difficult.

(7)

The percentage inhibitions may be negative and as such cannot be plotted on semi-log or semiprobit paper. There is no guidance on how to handle this situation. To set them to zero might be
one option in this case. There is no mention of outliers or what to do with atypical patterns of
concentration-response.

(8)

Expressing inhibition relative to control may not be the best way of using the control response.
This is because using controls to produce percentage inhibition implicitly assumes the control
response is a constant when, in fact, it is liable to experimental variation like all the other
responses. It is important to understand how the variability of the percentage inhibition changes
with the percentage level i.e. the mean-variance relationship.
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An alternative, and arguably better, approach might be to incorporate the control response
directly into a statistical model for the data.
(9)

Traditional probit analysis (Finney, 1971) may be inferred by the suggestion to use probit paper
or a ‘computed regression line’. Probit analysis would be inappropriate for percentage data.
Probit analysis should be applied only to quantal data i.e. proportions. If the percentage
inhibitions are considered to be proportions out of 100 then probit analysis may well give a good
estimate of the EC50, but the confidence interval would most likely give a misleading indication
of precision.

(10)

The recommendation to obtain EC50s at 24, 48 and 72 hours needs further explanation. If the
time-to-response is important then consideration needs to be given to modifying the experimental
design and analysing the data in a different way, for example directly modelling the EC50 as a
function of time.

2.2

Test Guideline 202: Daphnia, Acute Immobilisation Test and Reproduction Test:
Part I - The 24h EC50 Acute Immobilisation Test
Design

No recommendation is given on the number of test concentrations. Four groups of five daphnids
at each concentration and control are suggested as a minimum. The lowest concentration should produce
no observable effect, the highest should produce 100% immobilisation and concentrations should be
geometrically spaced. Either measured or nominal concentrations may be used for the data analysis. 10%
effect in the controls is acceptable.
Analysis
Plot the percentage immobilisation against concentration on log-probability paper. 'Normal
statistical procedures' should be used to estimate the EC50 and 95% confidence interval. References are
made to other guidelines and a standard text (Finney, 1978).
Where data are inadequate for the standard methods of calculation of the EC50, the geometric
mean of the highest concentration causing no immobility and the lowest concentration producing 100%
immobility should be used as an approximation to the EC50... the ratio of the higher concentration to the
lower should not exceed 2'.
Reporting
The 24 hour EC50, 'preferably' with a 95% confidence interval, 'determined by a suitable
method'. 'If possible', the slope of the concentration-response curve should also be given with its 95%
confidence limits.
The highest concentration producing no immobile daphnids and the lowest concentration
producing 100% immobility are required. The NOEC and LOEC (lowest observed effect concentration)
should be reported.
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Comments
(1)

Probit analysis may be inferred as the recommended method of analysis although no method is
explicitly mentioned.

(2)

No guidance is given on how to treat immobilised control daphnids in the analysis. It is quite
possible, for example, to accommodate control effects into an extension of probit analysis.

(3)

Requiring 0% and 100% effects to be demonstrated does not necessarily assist EC50 estimation.
Such criteria do ensure that the NOEC and LOEC can be found. As the main aim of the
immobilisation test is to determine the EC50 then consideration could be given to removing this
restriction.

(4)

Methods exist for dealing with situations where straightforward applications of probit analysis
fail, for example when 0% responses obtained at low concentrations with 100% response at all
high concentrations (Williams, 1986). It is not necessary to resort to using the geometric mean of
the lowest concentration giving 100% effect and the highest concentration giving 0% effect.

Part II - The Reproduction Test
Design
The results of the immobilisation test should be used to guide the choice of concentrations. At
least five concentrations should be used, chosen in a geometric series. At least 10 daphnids should be held
individually at test concentrations and for controls. Different designs are allowed for flow-through
systems.
20% control mortality is acceptable. The mean number of surviving offspring per parent
surviving in the controls must exceed 60. The coefficient of variation for the reproduction in the controls
should not exceed 25%. If a NOEC is required then the lowest concentration should not give a significant
reduction in reproduction compared to control.
Test concentrations should be maintained to within 20% of nominal values. Where this is not
possible results should be expressed in terms of measured concentrations.
Analysis
Reproduction is measured in terms of mean number of offspring per parent from the start of the
test until either the parent dies or the end of the test is reached. Other effects may be analysed for example,
survival, time to first brood, number of broods.
The EC50 or NOEC/LOEC for the reproduction per parent may be estimated. For EC50
estimation it is suggested that a suitable concentration-response curve is fitted, possibly weighted to
account for differing variability in reproduction at test concentrations. The fit of the model should be
assessed.
For NOEC calculation, analysis of variance (ANOVA) may be used if the assumptions behind
the analysis can be shown to hold. Data transformation or non-parametric methods are suggested as
alternatives. The statistical power of the analysis should be calculated.
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It is recommended that a statistician is involved in the analysis of results.
Reporting
A plot of the reproductive output is required, i.e. mean number of young per parent against
concentration.
EC50s must be quoted together with confidence intervals. If NOECs/LOECs are reported then
the statistical power of the analysis must be given.
Explanations of statistical methods should be given.
Comments
(1)

This Guideline gives a reasonable indication of the sorts of analyses that could be considered
and recommends that professional statistical advice is sought. Insufficient details are given for
those without access to statisticians.

(2)

An annex gives details of calculating the statistical power of ANOVA analyses but some may
find it hard to follow.

(3)

The Part II draft Guideline is a noticeable improvement on the existing Guideline (adopted 4th
April 1984) with regard to the standard and clarity of the statistical advice.

2.3

Test Guideline 203: Fish, Acute Toxicity Test
Design

Use range-finding to determine an appropriate concentration range. At least five concentrations
are recommended in a geometric series (spacing factor not exceeding 2.2). Use at least seven fish per
concentration and for the control. No mention is made of how these should be housed, for example all in
one tank or split between more than one tanks. A maximum loading rate is specified.
Control mortality must not exceed 10% or one fish, if fewer than 10 fish were used. The measured
concentrations may be used in place of the nominals if these were hard to maintain. Mortality counts are
preferably made at 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours.
Analysis
Plot the cumulative percentage mortality for each time against concentration on log-probability
paper. 'Normal statistical procedures' should be used to estimate the LC50s and confidence intervals.
Where the data are 'inadequate for the use of standard methods' of calculating the LC50 the
geometric mean should be calculated of the lowest concentration giving 100% mortality and the highest
concentration giving zero mortality.
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Reporting
The LC50s at each time point with confidence intervals should be given. Graphs of the
concentration response curves are also required.
Comments
(1)

There is no advice or guidance on the statistical methods or experimental design although
literature references are cited.

(2)

The design recommendations may be too restrictive in some circumstances. In particular the
spacing factor for the geometric series could be limiting.

(3)

There is no mention of how to deal with control mortality in the estimation of the LC50s.

(4)

If a poorly defined concentration-response curve is found, there is no need to abandon standard
methods in order to get a satisfactory analysis. Williams (1986) gives a suitable approach.

(5)

The requirement for analyses at four time points is not explained and the interpretation of the
results at the different time-points is not discussed. If time-to-response is important other
features of the design and analysis need to be considered.

2.4

Test Guideline 204: Fish, Prolonged Toxicity Test: 14-day Study
Design

At least 10 fish at each test concentration and for the control. Concentrations must 'permit
determination of threshold levels.....and.... NOEC'. The results should be based on the measured
concentrations if there is a 20% or greater deviation from nominal levels. Lethal and chronic effects are to
be recorded at a minimum of three times per week. No direct mention is made of how to house individuals,
i.e. singly or in groups, only a maximum loading rate is given.
Analysis
No details of the analysis are given or references directly cited.
Reporting
Threshold levels of lethal and other effects, together with NOECs should be reported. Results
may be presented in graphical form.
Comments
(1)

This Guideline offers no guidance on the statistical analysis of the data. Threshold levels are not
defined in statistical terms, the decision on whether an 'effect' has occurred is left to the
experimenter. It is interesting to note that the definition of the NOEC does refer to statistical
significance.
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(2)

The requirement for the design to be able to determine threshold levels may be interpreted as an
acceptance criterion.

(3)

No mention is made of control mortality in the analysis or what to do with atypical values.

2.5

Test Guideline 210: Fish, Early-life Stage Toxicity Test
and
Draft Guideline: Fish, Toxicity Test on Egg and Sac-fry Stages
Design

Five concentrations are suggested, chosen in a geometric series (spacing factor not exceeding
3.2). The acute concentration-response curve should be considered when selecting the concentration
range. Narrow concentration ranges may be 'appropriate in some circumstances'. Justification is required if
fewer than five concentrations are used.
The number of fertilised eggs at the start of the early-life stage test should be 'sufficient to meet
statistical requirements'. No further explanation is given. At least 30 eggs in each of two replicates should
be used at each concentration.
There is a recommendation that a statistician is involved in both the design and analysis of the
test since the Guideline 'allows for considerable variation' in design and parameters measured.
A randomised block experiment is said to be preferable to a completely randomised design. The
random allocation of individuals to treatments is mentioned.
Analysis
The Guideline specifically states that no guidance will be given on test design and analysis
because of the number of options available.
Many end-points are suggested each of which might require a particular form of analysis since
they encompass a wide range of data types, for example, time, counts, lengths, proportions.
There is suggestion that Dunnett's method (Dunnett, 1955, 1964) might be useful for comparing
test concentrations to control.
Reporting
The statistical methods must be reported. The NOEC and LOEC must be given. 'Any
concentration-response data and curves available' may also be presented although there is no requirement
to do anything with them.
Comments
(1)

The advice on the concentration spacing may be restrictive, especially since it is recommended
that a statistician is involved anyway.
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(2)

The stated aim of this Guideline is to enable LOECs and NOECs to be determined. No
consideration is given to EC50 estimation, although acute end-points may be observed and
concentration-response curves may be reported.

(3)

While recommending that a statistician be involved is sensible advice, it seems unfair to omit all
details of possible statistical methods. There is no help for those who do not have access to
statisticians.

(4)

A randomised block design is only preferable to a completely randomised design when there are
systematic effects in the laboratory that can be controlled using blocking. Blocking, if used,
should be taken account of in the subsequent analysis.

2.6

Draft Guideline: Fish, Juvenile Growth Test - 28 Days
Design

It is recommended that the test design be chosen with regard to the objectives of the study, in
particular whether or not the aim is to estimate a NOEC or an EC20 (or other percentile of the
concentration-response curve). These correspond to a 'analysis of variance (ANOVA)' design and a
'regression' design respectively. The statement is made that a regression approach is preferred.
For an ANOVA design, a table is given of test designs of different size together with their
estimated ability to detect effects of a given magnitude. These were calculated on the basis of earlier ring
test results. There is also a discussion of pseudo-replication applied to tanks and fish within-tanks. At least
five concentrations are recommended, in a geometric series with a spacing factor not exceeding 3.2. The
highest concentration should not be less than 10% or greater than 32% of the 96-hour LC50. It is
recommended that twice the number of control replicates are used than for a single test concentration.
For a regression design at least one control tank and five test concentrations are suggested. There
is a recommendation that the concentration range should span the likely region of the EC20, a rangefinding study possibly being useful in determining this range. Sixteen fish per tank is recommended with
one tank per concentration, further tanks may either be used to increase replication or increase the number
of concentrations.
Three time periods are identified, 0-14 days, 15-28 days and 0-28 days. Fish weights are to be
determined on days 0, 14 and 28.
Analysis
The analysis is based on the specific growth rate. This may be defined in various ways
depending on how the measurements on fish are taken. The analyses are to be carried out for each time
period.
ANOVA, leading to NOEC/LOEC estimation is discussed with a suggestion that Dunnett's or
Williams' (1971, 1972) methods may be used to make comparisons of test concentrations with control.
For regression analysis, a simple linear model is suggested unless the data indicate non-linearity.
In this case non-linear least squares may be used to fit an appropriate model. A confidence interval for the
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EC20 must be calculated. If mortality is present then a weighted regression is suggested to take account of
different numbers of fish in each tank.
Reporting
Either an EC20 or NOEC may be reported for each period.
Comments
(1)

There is good discussion of the two approaches to the design and analysis compared to the other
Guidelines. Pseudo-replication is discussed. The preference for regression is clearly stated,
although either analysis is acceptable for reporting.

(2)

No mention is made of outliers or how to handle to control mortality, or mortality at test
concentrations (other than the comment about a weighted regression analysis made above).

(3)

The prescription of a geometric spacing factor for the concentrations not to exceed 3.2 could be
too restrictive.

2.7

Common issues and summary of Guideline review

There is a balance to be struck between making a Guideline an almost rigid protocol and giving
experimenters and statisticians the freedom and flexibility to use their knowledge and experience in the
design and analysis of any particular study.
While it is accepted that Guidelines are only for guidance, they tend be followed very closely.
The comments below are made in the spirit that people will abide by the Guideline recommendations
wherever possible.
Complete specification of the statistical design and analysis, sufficient for use in all situations,
would not be possible. Furthermore it would not be optimal since any prior knowledge the experimenter
may have can be used to tailor the experimental design to each situation. Similarly, no one statistical
analysis will be correct all of the time.
For the statistical elements of the Guidelines it is therefore argued that the philosophy should
generally be to try and ensure maximum freedom and flexibility. Recommendations on options for the
design and analysis may come from consideration and analysis of available data (e.g. from ring tests). This
would then ensure that experimenters without access to statistical advice will always have sufficient
guidance. Statisticians will be made aware of the limits within which it is possible to report alternative
analyses.
It is felt that the present Guidelines generally offer too little flexibility in the choice of
experimental design and too little help with the statistical analysis.
Below, the general issues arising from the Guidelines are discussed, divided between design,
analysis and reporting. They are not in any order of importance. Some of the issues highlighted will be
covered in more detail in sections 3.3 and 3.4.
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Some of the issues raised below are somewhat open-ended since they give rise to questions that
need to be addressed by aquatic toxicologists in connection with specific Guidelines.
These discussions inevitably imply recommendations for change. How best to bring about
change will be outlined in section 4.
Design
(1)

The recommendations for the experimental designs could be too restrictive.

A typical requirement for five concentrations in a geometric series with a limit on the spacing
factor could be relaxed. For example, given good prior knowledge of the possible location of an EC50, an
experiment with just three concentrations might be quite adequate to obtain a precise estimate. An
experimenter may have such information from previous experience with similar species of organism or
similar chemicals.
A geometric series, while generally very good, may not be optimal for the estimation of an EC50
in all circumstances. Bounds on the factor spacing, for example 2.2 or 3.2, may also be too limiting.
It is recognised that some suggestions for the design need to be made to assist those without
access to professional statistical advice. However, a range of flexible options should be offered. Tables of
designs could be produced, as for the Fish Juvenile Growth Test.
(2)

The statistical power of the analyses should be considered more carefully.

The numbers of replicates and numbers of individuals at each replicate should be chosen to
provide a required level of sensitivity for the statistical comparisons of test concentrations with control
when NOEC estimation is required.
Few of the Guidelines discussed sensitivity i.e. what size of effect should an experiment be able
to detect and with what degree of certainty. There were also no general requirements for experimenters to
report the sensitivity of their studies.
This issue is very important, since more variable data implies lower sensitivity and will generally
lead to higher NOECs. This, in turn, implies greater apparent environmental acceptability.
(3)

For ANOVA, it is usually preferable to have greater replication for controls than for test
concentrations.

For the typically-sized experiment being considered here, double the number of control
replicates is advisable. The small increase in work is repaid by much greater sensitivity for the
comparisons of test concentrations with control. This was over-looked by several of the Guidelines.
(4)

The Guidelines do not give sufficient attention to the issue of pseudo- replication and multiple
housing of individuals.

Where individuals are kept together in a tank or vessel then, strictly speaking, the tank is the
experimental unit, not the individual organism.
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How this is handled in the statistical analysis can have a marked effect on the apparent
sensitivity of the statistical tests or the precision of an EC50. The problem is more acute for NOEC
estimation since changing the sensitivity of the statistical analysis may result in different values of the
NOEC. An EC50 estimate will, however, be largely unaffected.
In some circumstances it can be shown that the tank-to-tank variability is small compared to the
variability between individuals. If so then it can be argued that the individuals can be used as replicates.
However many statisticians might disagree with this. Such analyses could be usefully carried out on ringtest data, as with the Fish Juvenile Growth Test, to provide a 'definitive' answer for each Guideline where
the issue might arise.
Some Guidelines mentioned limits on tank loading rates for fish, for example. There were no
comments on how to split the numbers of individuals if the suggested loading rates were exceeded. This
would clearly have implications for the statistical analyses and warrants further consideration.
(5)

The use of measured or nominal concentrations in subsequent analyses needs to be clarified.

If nominal concentrations are used to determine, for example, an EC50 yet measured
concentrations deviated from nominal levels then a bias could be introduced into the EC50 estimate. Such
a bias may or may not be biologically significant. The bias may be very important if the EC50 is close to a
toxic classification boundary value. The implications should therefore be considered separately for each
Guideline.
The preferred situation might be to always use measured concentrations. It is recognised that this
may have significant cost implications.
Another issue arises with replicate tanks. If the measured concentrations in replicates differed
markedly then, for an ANOVA analysis, they would cease to be genuine replicates. This would present no
problem for a regression analysis however since different tanks would simply be regarded as different test
concentrations.
(6)

Acceptance criteria are not required to validate the statistical analyses.

Most of the Guidelines include acceptance criteria. Often these are based on control effects. It
should be noted that such criteria are generally not necessary to validate the statistical analysis. The
sensitivity of analyses may be affected but probably not markedly.
(7)

Requiring 0% and 100% effects to be demonstrated is not necessarily of benefit to the statistical
analyses.

For EC50 estimation there is no good reason to request that such effects are obtained. It is more
important to ensure that the main part of the concentration-response is adequately characterised. It is
possible that experimental effort could be saved if this requirement is relaxed.
For NOEC estimation, requiring a 0% effect will ensure that a NOEC can be obtained. Therefore
this requirement is almost acting as an acceptance criterion.
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(8)

The need to randomise the experiment was not adequately stressed.

Randomisation affords protection against unknown systematic biases and should be employed
whenever possible. Practical constraints sometimes outweigh the statistical arguments but caution should
be exercised and consideration given to randomising all elements of an experiment.
(9)

Systematic effects in the laboratory should be investigated.

The need to look for any systematic effects in the laboratory was not explicitly stated. Local
environmental effects do exist, such as light and temperature variation. These can be controlled by
blocking (Cox, 1958).
Blocking was mentioned but it was stated that blocking is preferable to a completely randomised
design. This is true only if systematic effects do actually exist. Otherwise unnecessary degrees of freedom
are used up in subsequent analyses. The need to account for blocks in the analysis was not stated.
Analysis
(1)

A graphical summary of the concentration-response curve should always be requested.

This is the simplest way of showing the relationship established by the experiment and, by
including replicates, it is immediately obvious what the degree of scatter is in the data. Outliers are also
readily identified.
(2)

The end-points that can be analysed need to be clearly stated and defined.

Some Guidelines suggest that a list of end-points might be analysed, others that such end-points
might be analysed if the experimenter thinks them important. The number of these end-points should be
minimised. The temptation to analyse everything that could be analysed should be strongly resisted.
Simplicity should be maintained as far as possible.
Also, different types of end-points (e.g. proportions, time etc.) may need different types of
statistical analysis.
(3)

Graphical methods for EC50 estimation should be discouraged.

For example, some Guidelines prescribe graphical methods of determining EC50s, including
drawing probit lines by eye on appropriate graph paper. Modern technology largely removes the need for
this as a first choice method.
It is quite likely that estimates of EC50s obtained by eye will be close to those obtained using
probit analysis or non-parametric methods. This is because the EC50 is a very robust summary statistic.
However, the main criticism is that confidence intervals are hard, if not impossible, to calculate from a
graphical analysis.
Non-parametric methods of estimating EC50s and confidence intervals are often very simple to
operate on a hand calculator even if there is no access to more advanced computing. This is the very least
that should be expected.
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(4)

It is essential that EC50s, or any other percentiles, are accompanied by confidence intervals.

If confidence intervals are not given then there is no way of knowing how reliable the estimate
is. The width of a confidence interval reflects the experimental design, conduct of the experiment and the
biological variability.
(5)

Probit analysis can still be used when the concentration-response curve is poorly defined.

Many standard implementations of probit analysis will fail if the responses at low concentrations
are all 0% and are 100% at higher concentrations. Similarly, if there is just one concentration giving a
response between 0% and 100% then this may lead to numerical problems.
Williams (1986) and Van der Hoeven (1991) describe methodology that can be used to derive
valid confidence intervals in these situations. Therefore there is no need to resort to calculating the
geometric mean of the lowest concentration giving 100% and the highest concentration giving 0%
response. Such an approach does not enable a confidence to be calculated either.
(6)

Guidelines offered no advice on how to use control mortality data in the analysis of acute
studies.

How to handle control effects was generally ignored. Options are to ignore it, adjust the data or
to incorporate control effects directly into a model for the data. Adjusting the data is somewhat ad hoc, is a
legacy of the pre-computer era and should be avoided.
Either of the other options could be acceptable depending on a laboratory's previous experiences.
For example, if control mortality is seldom seen then ignoring the odd occurrence in the analysis presents
no problem and the control effects can simply be noted as coincidental findings.
If control mortality is seen more regularly then this indicates that non-treatment related effects
may also be occurring at test concentrations. In this case it is preferable to make allowance for this in the
concentration-response model.
(7)

The issue of outliers was not addressed.

Statistical tests exist for detecting outliers but often a plot of the data is often sufficient to enable
atypical points to be identified. Also it would not be desirable to omit points solely on the basis of
statistical tests. The experimenter should always have the responsibility for justifying the removal of data.
An alternative might be to report analyses both with and without suspect points. As already
noted, it is possible that small changes in findings could be important if the values are close to cut-off
values for toxic classifications.
A further alternative would be to use outlier-resistant methods. Non-parametric methods are
one possibility here, but these may not be sufficiently flexible for some modelling needs, for example,
handling control mortality. Robust regression methods seek to down-weight the influence of atypical
points in model fitting. The modelling flexibility would be maintained, however there is an extremely
wide range of options available.
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(8)

Analysing results expressed as a percentage relative to control is not recommended.

While this may be convenient it may lead to problems. For example, negative values may be
obtained. No comment was made on this in any Guideline. For statistical modelling it is better not to make
this transformation but to model the raw data and incorporate the control response directly.
(9)

Probit analysis is not the only concentration-response modelling technique available.

Probit analysis is only strictly appropriate for quantal data i.e. proportions. Use of probit analysis
for the Algal Growth Test may lead to misleading estimates of the confidence interval. The EC50 would
most likely be well estimated.
There are several issues to be examined when using concentration-response models. The most
important are the form of the model, the model parameterisation, the mean-variance relationship and the
method of model fitting. These are technical details and really require statistical advice, at least initially.
There were generally no requirements to demonstrate that a probit, or any other model, actually
fitted the data satisfactorily. Formal statistical tests should be employed to check model fit or graphs of
suitable diagnostics (e.g. residuals) could be used.
It is unreasonable to expect experimenters to be able to address all of these technical matters in
general. It is preferable that sufficiently detailed recommendations are made in the Guideline.
Investigation of these issues and subsequent recommendations could still leave a good degree of flexibility
should alternative analyses be warranted.
(10)

The advice given for carrying out ANOVA did not cover the technical details to an acceptable
depth.

To estimate NOECs and LOECs, multiple comparison procedures are used to compare each test
concentration to control. There are very many of these. Only the well-known Dunnett's and Williams'
methods were referred to.
There were generally no requirements to show that the assumptions behind the ANOVA were
met, for example, normality and homogeneity. This is an important omission. There was also no advice
given on the possible need to transform data to satisfy the assumptions, yet these methods are described in
most basic statistics textbooks.
The use of non-parametric methods was not discussed. These might provide, arguably, less
sensitive analyses but will be robust against failure of the usual assumptions.
(11)

It is debatable whether an extensive list of statistical references should be given in each
Guideline.

It might be just as useful to present a worked example that brings out all the relevant points that
should be considered.
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(12)

Time-to-response could be incorporated directly into the analyses.

Several Guidelines mention performing analyses at different time-points. If time-to-response is
an important feature in assessing toxic effect then consideration could be given to specifically
incorporating time as a factor in the analyses. Both ANOVA and regression modelling could be modified.
Statistically, the issue is that the data at different time-points are correlated since the same
individuals are being observed. Making use of this will not only make the analyses more statistically
correct but may also improve precision.
With regression modelling there is the further possibility of modelling the EC50, say, as a
function of time. This would enable the EC50 to be predicted at time-points other than those tested,
together with confidence intervals. If such predictions were of value then, ideally, the experimental design
of these studies should be re-examined.
Reporting
These comments bring together some of the points already made above.
(1)

A graph of all the data should always be reported.

This is the best way of showing the concentration-response. All data points should be plotted,
not just replicate means.
(2)

Confidence intervals should be reported for all summary statistics.

For example an EC50. Note that a confidence interval cannot be reported for a NOEC. However,
the power of the tests could be quoted and the magnitude of effect that could be detected.
(3)

A statistical interpretation of the results may be helpful.
This could draw attention to any special features of the data and the analysis, for example

outliers.

3.

Statistical methods

This section reviews the literature on statistical methodology pertaining to aquatic toxicology
and discusses some of the points that emerge.
The two main options available for the analysis are ANOVA and EC point estimation. These are
discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively.
The experimental design is closely linked to the method of analysis and features relevant for
both ANOVA and EC point estimation are covered in section 3.4.
Finally, in section 3.5, conclusions are drawn as to the preferred method of analysis.
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3.1

A review of the scientific literature

It was mentioned above that there are basically two main types of analysis that have been
proposed.
The first is ANOVA, principally leading to the estimation of NOECs and LOECs. The NOEC is
an extremely well established summary of chronic toxic effects and is recommended in other international
guidelines, for example EPA. It is determined by comparing the responses at each test concentration to
those of the controls using some statistical procedure, typically known as a multiple comparisons
procedure.
Definitions may vary slightly, but the NOEC is usually taken as the highest concentration that is
not statistically significantly different from control. The LOEC is similarly defined as the lowest
concentration that shows a significant difference from control. A further statistic may be defined. This is
the maximum acceptable toxicant concentration (MATC) and is the geometric mean of the NOEC and
LOEC.
The second method of analysis is to estimate an ECx (where x is the percentage point on the
concentration-response curve, e.g. 50). This is routinely done for acute toxicity where the EC50 is almost
universally required by Guidelines. An ECx is often required for chronic data but a NOEC is also typically
requested too. Probit analysis is just one statistical method for estimating an ECx for quantal data. Nonparametric methods are very popular as they avoid some of the problems of concentration-response
modelling in certain situations.
Closely related to an ECx estimate is the so-called 'benchmark' concentration. Crump (1984)
effectively defines this to be the lower confidence limit for the ECx. Thus the benchmark concentration
may be seen as a conservative estimate of the ECx. Hoekstra and Van Ewijk (1993) propose a similar
statistic they call the 'bounded-effect' concentration.
It could be argued that there is some inconsistency between the requirements for statistical
analysis of acute and chronic tests. This is because the ANOVA approach need not acknowledge the
existence of a concentration-response relationship. ECx estimation, however, may make explicit use of a
model of the toxic response curve. In the interests of simplicity and consistency it seems reasonable that a
common framework for the analysis of both acute and chronic effects should be sought.
The reason for the distinction between acute and chronic statistical analysis probably lies in the
notion of a 'safe' level. ANOVA naturally leads to pairwise comparisons with control and the testing of
each concentration for its 'effect'. With ECx estimation there is an acknowledgement that any
concentration, however low, will produce some effect although this may not be observable.
There is another argument. This is that there is a toxic 'threshold' i.e. there is a maximum safe
level below which there are no adverse effects whatsoever. Above this threshold some concentrationresponse relationship will hold.
This argument is often put forward as justification for the ANOVA and NOEC approach and
used to reason that ECx estimation is not appropriate. This is not a valid defence of ANOVA but is a valid
criticism of ECx estimation. It is, in fact, possible to make use of threshold models to derive a statistically
valid estimate of a genuine no-effect-concentration (NEC). This approach is not without statistical
problems either but is certainly preferable to ANOVA if a threshold is to be assumed and the principle can
be applied to chronic and acute data if necessary.
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It is also useful to consider the role that trend analysis might have. Williams' method for
comparing concentrations with control makes the assumption of a monotonic response relationship and is
often used to determine the NOEC.
Real evidence for the existence of toxic thresholds might be difficult to find and would probably
be hard to prove statistically. This because very large experiments would be needed to statistically
discriminate between the different models.
It is important to note that none of the issues being discussed actually involve technical mis-use
of statistical methods. ANOVA and regression may be applied perfectly correctly. What is important is the
interpretation placed on the results.
Skalski (1981) argued that there is logical and statistical flaw in the way the NOEC is interpreted
since one can never prove that the null hypothesis being tested, i.e. that there is no effect, is actually true.
The emphasis should be on disproving the presence of effects, a point also made by Hoekstra and Van
Ewijk (1993). Skalski (1981) also concluded that the NOEC did not provide the necessary information
from which to determine a safe concentration.
Stephan and Rogers (1985) drew attention to the statistical weakness in using the NOEC as a
'safe' level. The basic argument is that the NOEC is totally dependent on the design and conduct of the
experiment. They strongly suggest that concentration-response modelling should be used as this avoids
most of the key problems of ANOVA and gives 'unbiased' estimates of toxic end-points. The choice of
effect level is a question for toxicologists.
Others have discussed statistical drawbacks to the NOEC. Masters et al (1991) noted the
experimental dependence of the NOEC and suggest that multiple comparisons procedures have been both
over-used and mis-used. They favour the use of biologically-based concentration-response models. Bruce
and Versteeg (1992) also pointed out that information about the concentration-response is lost when the
data are summarised by the NOEC.
Leisenring and Ryan (1992) investigated the statistical properties of the NOEC under the
assumption of an underlying Weibull concentration-response model. Their findings confirmed the
sensitivity of the NOEC to the size of the experiment and the variability. Furthermore, they found that the
NOEC could correspond to substantial effects. They concluded that the shortcomings of the NOEC
provide an incentive to develop model-based methods for expressing the relationship between
concentration and effect.
Barnthouse et al (1987) and Suter et al (1987) both commented on the fact that 'large' effects
may be present at 'safe' concentrations. This is a direct consequence of the statistical power of the testing
procedures. This, in turn, is a consequence of the design of the study and the variability seen in the
responses. Liber et al (1992) found they could only detect effects of nearly 50% in some of their
mesocosm studies. Oris and Bailer (1993) drew the obvious conclusion that any experimental design must
take into account the ability to detect effects of specific sizes.
McClave et al (1981) and Feder and Collins (1982) discussed the design of experiments and
express dissatisfaction with ANOVA analyses. Crossland and LaPoint (1992) noted another feature of
design. With a regression design they commented that a greater concentration range can be studied than
with an ANOVA design of the same overall size.
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Criticism of the NOEC is found in areas other than aquatic toxicology. Crump (1984) and Gaylor
(1989) both discussed the NOEC and its uses in mammalian toxicology and risk assessment. Crump noted
that the NOEC is not an inherent property of the test species but is heavily dependent on the experimental
design. Gaylor, too, noted the dependence on the experimental design and pointed out that the NOEC
cannot represent a safe level as the experiment may have been too insensitive to detect subtle effects.
In the agriculture literature, Cousens and Marshall (1987) recommended that multiple
comparisons should not be used in experiments where there is a relationship between treatments i.e. a
range of concentrations of one single chemical. A clear statement about the acceptability of multiple
comparisons comes from Buxton (1982) who, in editorial instructions to authors of an agronomy journal,
stated that they should not be used where the treatments are related in this way.
Alternative analyses have focused on either the estimation of ECx points or benchmark
concentrations. A key issue is what EC point to estimate. Bruce and Versteeg (1992) say that an EC20 is
common. Barnthouse et al stated that ecological risk assessment does not involve extrapolation to
extremely low concentrations and offer the EC25 as a reasonable statistic. Nyholm et al (1992) in turn
based much of their regression analysis around an EC10 and seem to suggest that this might be an
approximation to a toxic threshold. Finally, Westlake et al (1983) suggested that a 5% effect might be
considered 'safe' for Daphnia reproduction. The issue of what size of experiment is needed to estimate
such effects with acceptable levels of precision has received little or no attention.
Oris and Bailer (1993) commented that an LC25 is often close to the NOEC but they rightly note
that this is likely to be due to the lack of sensitivity of the statistical analyses rather than anything more
fundamental.
Some authors have tried to compare EC50s with NOECs. Oris et al (1991) concluded that both
EC50s and NOECs are needed. Sloof et al regressed log(NOEC) on log(EC50) and then attempted to
extrapolate some of their findings across species and to the ecosystem. DeGraeve et al (1992) compared
EC50s from a ring test between and within laboratories but still use NOECs to quantify certain aspects of
reproducibility. ECx values and NOECs, as commonly estimated, can never be compared and nothing of
use can come from trying to establish relationships between them.
Mayer et al (1986) used elaborate statistical methods to compare NOECs between different
studies involving different chemicals and different fish species. Again, the design dependence of the
NOEC means that such an investigation cannot be relied upon to provide sensible conclusions.
Hoekstra and Van Ewijk (1993) discussed a way of estimating a conservative benchmark
concentration using methodology similar to Crump (1984). They point out that 'classical' concentrationresponse modelling is unreliable when low percentiles, for example EC10 or smaller, are to be estimated.
Hamilton et al (1977) also made this point and generally favour non-parametric methods. However, they
acknowledge that non-parametric methods have drawbacks when trying to estimate small effects and lack
flexibility to handle control mortality and hormesis (i.e. slight stimulation of response at low
concentrations).
The calculation of confidence intervals for ECx values has not received the attention that it
merits. Walsh et al (1987) made the surprising statement that the 'calculation of confidence limits from
quantitative data is questionable'. By their nature benchmark estimates do not have associated confidence
intervals and this must be a drawback.
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Van der Hoeven (1991) promotes a sound method of calculating confidence intervals using
maximum likelihood. As this is computationally involved an extensive table is provided that deals with a
special type of problematic concentration-response curve. Williams (1986) provides further details set in a
more general dose-response setting.
Bruce and Versteeg (1992) sensibly reparameterised their model to make the ECx a parameter in
its own right. This has the advantage that standard computer programs for fitting non-linear models will
automatically provide estimates of error for the ECx. This is preferable to using approximations to the
variance of some function of the parameters for example the well known Fieller's theorem. Nyholm et al
(1992) did not use this simple manipulation for their models.
Threshold models have not been studied to any great extent in the aquatic toxicology area.
Hoekstra and Van Ewijk (1993) noted that estimating the threshold value will typically be a very poorly
conditioned problem and, for the typical experiment, will lead to very imprecise estimates that are highly
model dependent. Cox (1987) looks at threshold models in toxicology.
Other authors have used a variation on regression methods to estimate a threshold concentration
(NEC). Liber et al (1992) used a straight line model and looked to see where the confidence interval about
this line intersected with the confidence intervals for the control mean. As straight line models are rarely
appropriate for concentration-response curves, it is unclear how sensitive their approach might be to
choice of model. They also present a method of determining a confidence interval for the NEC although it
is not clear how successfully this will operate compared to alternative methods. Capizzi et al (1985)
presented a complex sequential testing procedure assuming an underlying model.
From the literature it is clear that the NOEC concept is open to criticism. Discussion of the
drawbacks of NOEC have become more common in recent years but objections were raised much longer
ago. The basic issues have also been covered in other areas of science. The fact that the NOEC is still
widely used must, in part, be due to the difficulty in developing and adopting alternatives.
However, there is an increasing amount of work being published on modelling and other
approaches. The alternatives on offer either aim to estimate an ECx or estimate an equivalent benchmark
concentration. Much less work has been done on estimating NECs using threshold models.

3.2

The ANOVA/NOEC approach

Some of the literature cited above make many of the points below. In particular, Stephan and
Rogers (1985) presented many of the problems. However, their discussions may not be readily accessible
to non-statisticians.
Potential problems with the NOEC are demonstrated in a series of points below.
(1)

The NOEC must be one of the test concentrations.

This is obvious but the implication is that the NOEC is determined by the experimenter's choice
of concentration levels. As concentrations are often geometrically spaced and there may typically only be
five of them, then it is hard to see how the NOEC could generally be considered as an accurate estimate of
a 'safe' concentration.
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(2)

No precision statements are possible for the NOEC.

If two laboratories were to report different NOECs for the same chemical there is no way of
knowing which is the more reliable. At the very least, experimenters should be encouraged to report the
basic error variability of their data or what size of effect they could detect, however this is seldom done.
Good statistical practice requires that summary measures should come with an associated confidence
interval (error bar). None can be calculated for the NOEC by definition.
(3)

NOECs may correspond to large effects on test organisms.

If the variability in an experiment is relatively high then the corresponding sensitivity of the
statistical analysis will be relatively low. Only large differences from control could then be detected.
Consequently, the resulting NOECs could themselves correspond to large and potentially biologically
important magnitudes of effect.
(4)

The NOEC will not be obtainable in all cases.

If the lowest concentration produces a statistically significant effect then the NOEC will not
exist. Similarly, if there is a very slight trend across the concentrations then the NOEC could be the
highest concentration and experimenters may be concerned that they have not found the 'toxic threshold'.
Both of these outcomes may lead to a repeat experiment with inherent cost penalties and the use of more
test organisms.
However, it is clear that both experiments have yielded much information about the toxic
response and alternative methods of analysis can extract such information. The experiment need not
necessarily be repeated.
(5)

ANOVA on its own may be wasteful of information.

This is because it fails to provide a quantification of the slope of the concentration-response
relationship i.e. the range of sensitivity of the test organism. General trend analysis, linked to ANOVA,
will also not fully describe the range of sensitivity.
The above points indicate that the NOEC is far from ideal as a summary measure of toxic effect.
It is too heavily dependent on the experimental design and the variability in the data. Consequently the
NOEC may correspond to large effects, possibly of biological significance. Its value in hazard assessment
is questionable.

3.3

EC point estimation

EC point estimation does not share the problems of the NOEC. However, EC point estimation is
not without difficulty. No analysis can be perfect so the question is one of balance and whether the
advantages outweigh the disadvantages.
In this section estimation of an ECx will be considered together with the idea of benchmark
concentrations (e.g. Hoekstra and Van Ewijk, 1993) since all of these methods basically attempt to
estimate concentrations producing specified effects. The generic term ECx will cover all such estimators.
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ECx estimates can be made using a wide variety of techniques. It is convenient to divide the
methods into model fitting (or regression) and non-parametric methods.
Regression involves fitting a concentration-response curve to the data and interpolating or
extrapolating to obtain the ECx. A particular subset of regression models are threshold models which
contain a discontinuity at the point of toxic threshold, the NEC. Models should ideally be biologically
plausible rather than just provide a good fit to the data points. However, 'usefulness' of the model is
arguably more important than plausibility.
Non-parametric methods do not postulate a model. Instead, the observed data may be smoothed
and combined to estimate an EC50, for example. The well known Spearman-Kärber and moving-average
angle methods are examples of smoothing methods. Other methods involve ranking the data (R-estimators)
or using linear combinations of order statistics (L-estimators). These latter two techniques do not seem to
have found much use in aquatic toxicology to-date yet may offer some advantages in terms of greater
robustness and the fact that no choice of model is required. Morgan (1992) provides an excellent review of
methods for quantal data (proportions) which is therefore relevant for acute studies. Generalisations to
other toxic end-points are possible.
Advantages
(1)

The ECx is not restricted to be one of the test concentrations.

The ECx may take on any value. Because the ECx is interpolated it is not 'biased' by the choice
of test concentrations and will be relatively insensitive to the number and spacing of concentrations,
compared to the NOEC.
(2)

The precision of the ECx can be quantified.

Thus less noisy experiments will generally be rewarded by greater precision and therefore
narrower confidence intervals.
(3)

ECx values are comparable.

Taken together with associated confidence intervals, ECxs can be meaningfully compared
between repeat experiments or between laboratories, where the same test protocol has been followed. This
is really a consequence of points (1) and (2).
The point estimate of the ECx will be less sensitive to the variability in the experiment than the
NOEC. Any variation between experiments will be shown by the width of the confidence intervals. It is
then necessary to compare ECx estimates relative to their precision.
(4)

Measured or nominal concentrations can be used without any statistical problem.

With EC point estimation, the measured or nominal concentrations can be used whether or not
these are different between replicates. For ANOVA differences mean that replicates are not true replicates
in the statistical sense. For regression, measured concentrations can be treated simply as different
concentrations in their own right.
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(5)

The whole of the toxic response of the organism may be characterised.

This will be the case when a model is fitted to the data. Non-parametric methods do not allow
this in general.
In particular, the slope of the concentration-response curve conveys much information on the
sensitivity of the organism to changes in concentration. Also, effects can be estimated for concentrations
other than those tested and confidence limits determined.
(6)

Regression modelling is flexible.

Model fitting offers a way of handling non-standard concentration-response problems, for
example, hormesis. In acute studies, control mortality can be handled easily by minor modifications to the
model.
(7)

Pseudo-replication is not a crucial issue.

The degree of replication does not play such a vital part in the point estimate of the ECx as it
does for the NOEC.
Replication is still highly desirable as this enables the intrinsic variability of the experimental
material to be quantified. This is important to ensure that confidence intervals accurately reflect the degree
of uncertainty.
(8)

A greater concentration range can be studied.

The degree of replication is less important for ECx estimation than for NOEC estimation, where
sufficient degrees of freedom are needed to achieve acceptable levels of statistical power.
Therefore for the same overall size of experiment, experimental material can be redeployed to
explore a wider concentration range if desired.
It is possible that ECx estimation would result in less costly or more cost-effective experiments
as the effort could be reduced in many cases. See section 3.4.
(9)

Acute and chronic studies can be analysed using the same basic approach.
This is because some form concentration-response analysis would be performed for each.
Disadvantages

(1)

The difficulty in choosing a model.

This is usually raised as an objection to regression modelling. However, it is often overlooked
that there are probably more multiple comparison methods available for deriving the NOEC than there are
models that could be used for regression. Similarly, proponents of non-parametric methods argue their
case from the point of view of robustness. However, there are very many non-parametric techniques too.
Therefore model choice is no more a problem than choice of method for any other statistical
analysis.
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There are more important issues to do with model choice that need to be discussed. Firstly, the
validity of a model can be checked. This can be done using statistical tests or by calculating suitable
diagnostic statistics based on residuals for example. There are several options available and some or all
should always be used to justify a chosen model. Cook and Weisberg (1982) give a good review of
methods for linear regression and these can be modified for the non-linear case.
Secondly, although point estimates of an ECx will vary between models, the confidence intervals
about these estimates will usually overlap to a considerable degree. Therefore the precision of the ECx can
be seen to be relatively insensitive to the model. This is one reason why it is so important to always quote
confidence intervals with an ECx.
Model sensitivity is most noticeable when very low (for example, EC10 or below) or very high
percentiles are estimated. Different models may produce quite different ECxs. However, in these cases the
confidence intervals will become increasingly wide and the overlap will still be great.
In conclusion, model choice need not be a major argument against regression analysis.
(2)

For extreme percentiles confidence intervals may be very wide.
Extreme percentiles may be taken to be EC10 and smaller or EC90 and greater.

This leads people to dismiss such analyses as providing little 'hard' information. However, wide
confidence intervals are simply a reflection of the real lack of knowledge about the particular region of the
concentration-response curve. This seems to be simply a fair reflection of the data.
If low percentiles are required then experiments need to be approached in a different way,
probably involving greater resources.
(3)

ECx estimation is generally computationally more difficult than NOEC estimation.

Exceptions to this are many non-parametric methods that can be obtained using a handcalculator.
Regression modelling, particularly non-linear regression, is more difficult than ANOVA.
However, non-linear model fitting routines are contained in many standard computer packages so access
should not be too problematic. Use of non-linear modelling does require more care and this is certainly a
major drawback of such methods.
It is argued that ability to carry out a statistical analysis should not prevent its use if it is thought
to be the best option. The cost of carrying out even a difficult statistical analysis is trivial compared to the
cost of performing the experiments in the first place. Computational methods may, of course, be
automated and tailored to specific needs.
(4)

ECx estimates may be difficult to obtain in some cases.

A typical example of this is when low concentrations give 0% response and high concentrations
give 100% response with no intermediate responses at any concentration. Also, the case of a single
concentration giving an intermediate response between 0% and 100% can cause computational problems.
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This is used as argument in favour of non-parametric methods that do not explicitly fit a model.
However, it should be recognised that although the point estimate of the EC50 may be indeterminate for
the above cases, a valid confidence interval can still be obtained. Williams (1986) and Van der Hoeven
(1991) use maximum likelihood to derive likelihood ratio confidence intervals. This methodology can be
modified for any non-linear model. Crump (1984) argues along similar lines.
(5)

Using ECxs in place of NOECs requires the value of x to be specified.

Thus the emphasis is put on ecotoxicologists to quantify biologically important levels of effect.
This may be difficult to do.
Stephan and Rogers (1985) have no hesitation in insisting that ecotoxicologists must think in
terms of effect levels. From the literature it would appear that many ecotoxicologists consider effects in
the range 5-20% to be biologically acceptable depending on the species involved and the type of effect.
The choice of percentile is not a statistical issue but does impact on the use of statistical
methods, principally regression modelling.
(6)

Use and understanding of precision and confidence intervals must be increased.

The point estimate of an ECx is not sufficient on its own. Regulators and those involved in risk
assessment need to make greater use of the quantification of uncertainty associated with ECxs.
Other issues
(1)

Threshold models avoid the need to specify what ECx value is required.

These models explicitly contain a NEC parameter as the toxic threshold. However, these models
may contain more parameters than a 'standard' concentration-response model and may be difficult to fit to
typically-sized aquatic toxicology experiments.
Cox (1987) discusses and compares a variety of models and cautions that care should be taken in
interpreting the estimated threshold. He also commented that larger (i.e. more concentrations) experiments
are really required to be able to use threshold models satisfactorily. This is so that the region where the
threshold lies is well located. For aquatic toxicology experiments this would probably mean having more
very low concentrations than at present. These may be difficult to maintain.
(2)

There is a philosophical difference between threshold models and standard concentrationresponse models.

Threshold models assume that there are no toxic effects below a certain concentration. Probit
models, for example, assume that there are effects, however small and undetectable these might be, at all
concentrations.
For small experiments it will generally be very difficult to distinguish between the quality of the
fits of these models on purely statistical grounds so the choice may well rest with ecotoxicologists and
their degree of belief in one model or another.
In view of the desire to estimate 'safe' concentrations, more theoretical and practical statistical
analysis should be carried out to gain an understanding of threshold models in ecotoxicology.
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(3)

Non-parametric methods may lack flexibility.

They are readily available for estimating EC50s in standard situations. However, little seems to
be available for dealing with hormesis or control mortality in acute studies. Ad hoc corrections may be
possible for data with control mortality but may not be fully satisfactory.
A further problem will be in estimating low percentiles. Little work appears to have been done
on how non-parametric methods perform at the extremes of the concentration-response curve.
(4)

Non-parametric methods may be wasteful of information.

One example of this will be in cases where a parametric regression model provides a good
description of the data. A consequence of this is that better precision is usually obtained when a good
model for the data can be found.

3.4

Experimental design

In aquatic toxicology, experimental design is concerned with the number of concentrations, the
concentration levels and the number of replicates at each concentration. The design should be tailored to
estimate the statistic of interest with the greatest possible accuracy and precision.
This aim needs to tempered by the practical constraints of experimentation. These will include
the ability to maintain exposure concentrations and the physical constraints on the number of
concentrations and replicates that can be handled. Cost is also a very important factor to consider.
Statistical analysis can be used to assist the experimenter with the design in a wider sense than
indicated in existing Guidelines. ANOVA and EC point estimation make different requirements on the
design for optimum performance although there is nothing to stop a good regression analysis being
performed on a design intended for ANOVA. The converse may not necessarily be true.
ANOVA
(1)

It is necessary to decide exactly what constitutes a replicate.

It may be permissible to use pseudo-replicates as replicates. For example, consider the case of
fish within tanks. If the tank-to-tank variability was very low compared to the fish-to-fish (within tank)
variability then it could be argued that the individual fish could be treated as replicates rather than the
tanks. However, this would be a somewhat controversial step that many statisticians would not accept.
Low, relative, tank-to-tank variability was, indeed, found for the Fish Juvenile Growth Test.
(2)

Control replication should exceed that for test concentrations.

For a given, fixed overall size of experiment, more sensitive comparisons between the test
concentrations and control are made if the control replication exceeds that for the test concentrations. It
can be shown that a factor of √(number of concentrations) greater replication for the controls gives
optimal sensitivity.
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(3)

The chosen concentration levels determine the possible NOEC values.
Therefore optimising the design for locating the NOEC is not a possibility.

(4)

Basic statistical experimental practice should be followed.

This entails randomising the allocation of organisms to test concentrations and randomising the
tanks or vessels in the room where the experiment is to be conducted. The use of blocking should be
considered to control the effects of local environmental factors, for example, lighting and temperature
gradients across a room. Blocking should be taken into account in subsequent statistical analysis.
(5)

The numbers of replicates and individuals needed should calculated by considering the power of
the statistical tests.

This requires a specification of what size of effect it is desired to detect and with what degree of
certainty one wants to be able to detect it.
The expected level of experimental variation also needs to be known, for example from past
experiments, or estimated in some way. Using these pieces of information it is then possible to calculate
the approximate numbers required. The actual power can be determined after the experiment when the
variability is known.
Such calculations were performed for the Fish Juvenile Growth Test. A table of possible designs,
indicating their sensitivity, can be found as an appendix to the draft Guideline.
EC point estimation
(1)

Design may be more critical for threshold models than for standard concentration-response
curves.

For threshold models there should be some attempt to have sufficient concentrations around the
perceived region of the threshold to enable a reasonable precision to be obtained.
Depending on the form of the concentration-response part of the model, then an adequate
number of concentrations also needs to be used above the threshold to characterise the relationship.
Therefore, greater resources are probably needed, relative to ECx estimation.
(2)

Optimal design for non-parametric analyses has concentrated on sequential experiments.

These are tests conducted one concentration at a time. Previous results in the series are used to
determine the next test level. Experiments can be carried on until a given precision is obtained for the
ECx, for example. Sequential experimentation can be very efficient in terms of experimental resources but
may be unrealistic for aquatic toxicology experiments.
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(3)

Optimal designs can be determined for regression models.

Morgan (1992) provides a good review for quantal data and much of the literature can be
extended to non-quantal situations. Silvey (1980) gives a statistical introduction to this area. Most work
has assumed that the parameters of the model are known in advance which is somewhat unrealistic.
Some authors have attempted to incorporate uncertainty and derive optimal designs that are
robust to possible variation in the model's location and slope. Chaloner and Larntz (1989) consider a
uniform distribution for the parameters and choose to minimise, with respect to the design, the expected
value of some function of the estimated variances. Kalish (1990) and Muller and Schmitt (1990) present
other approaches, although these are possibly more restrictive in terms of the permissible designs.
It is not surprising that the better the prior knowledge an experimenter has, the smaller the
experiment needed to estimate an ECx. This experiment is concentrated in the area where the ECx lies.
Such an experiment might only comprise three or four concentrations and so be less costly than current
Guidelines would require. Where there is little prior knowledge then, again, it is not surprising that more
concentrations would be needed to make the experiment robust to the location of the unknown
concentration-response curve.
To summarise, it should be possible to provide experimenters with help on optimal choice, and
number, of concentrations given estimates or predictions of the likely ranges of parameters. This will go
some way to producing more cost-effective designs that may actually require fewer resources than at
present.

3.5

Conclusions

No method of analysis can be expected to be optimal in all circumstances. The NOEC has severe
limitations as a summary statistic. EC point estimation generally has conceptual advantages and may lead
to cost reductions in experiment but modelling data may have a number of practical drawbacks. Nonparametric methods of EC point estimation may lack flexibility.
EC point estimation via data modelling is therefore the preferred option because there are only
practical objections to overcome, not problems related to interpretation or generality.
It is important to involve ecotoxicologists, regulators and those involved in risk assessment in the
debate since recommendations for changing statistical analyses may have wide-ranging implications. One
key issue is what level of effect is it biologically important to be able to estimate and with what precision.
More work is required to further explore the use of threshold models and the optimisation of
experimental design for ECx estimation. Available data should be collected and re-examined in order that
guideline-specific recommendations can be made on design and analysis.
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4.

Recommendations

(1)

EC point estimation is recommended in preference to NOEC estimation.

The latter has a number of drawbacks that make it undesirable as a summary measure of toxic
effect. EC point estimation may lead to more cost-effective experiments.
Consideration therefore needs to be given to the implications of changing from NOECs to ECxs
for the current and draft Guidelines and for risk assessment.
(2)

Member countries should consider extending their network of experts to include a list of
statistical experts.

Statistical advice would then be available on present and future Guidelines. Workshops could be
arranged to address general or specific topics of relevance to the Guidelines.
In particular the re-analysis of ring-test and other published data could be undertaken with a
view to making definitive statements about recommended analyses for each Guideline.
(3)

That OECD should promote the development of a handbook of statistical methods and computer
software.

A handbook of statistical methods could be produced covering the techniques recommended in
the Guidelines. This might be a practical alternative to supplying a large amount of statistical detail in
individual Guidelines, especially as many of the Guidelines have very similar requirements.
Computer software is another area where there is likely to be increased interest in the future.
Standard software would improve the consistency of reporting and greatly assist laboratories without
access to professional statisticians. Any package should ideally contain guidance on experimental design.
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